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RIGHT
HERE
AT HOME

CASH

ABSOLUTELY
SAFE

why yon should'“bank”

1

5

1

the

5

burrill national bank.

|

offers

mighty strong

YET
INSTANTLY
AVAILABLE

a

reason

at

Our four great aims are (1) to provide a safe place to deposit
money ; (2) to be always ready to return this money; (3) to
give good service; (4) to take an interest in our customers’
the small one as well as the large one.
welfare
We
would welcome YOUR account.
—

NATIONAL

BURRILL

BANK,

Established In 1887.

Charter extended to Oct. 21, 1927.
Burrill National Bank Bldg., Ellsworth, Maine.
/
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK
A E Moore—Dry goods and millinery.
Exec notice—Est Ebenezer M Staples and
Elizabeth Staples.
Admr notice—Est Thomas Murphy.
Admr notice—Est Chester A Perkins.
Furs for sale.
E F Robinson—Optician.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
Ladies’ exchange.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
H O Tracy—Bargain store.

Whiting Bros—Meat, groceries, dry goods.
Floyd Market.
Bangor, Mr:
8awyer Dental Co—Dentistry.
New York:
Pine Pillow Cc—Balsam fir

1

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.
In effect Oct, 7, 1907.

AT

5

HAILS KECK1VK1).

I

From West—7.M a n>, 4 39and 6.0*pm.
From East— 11 07 a m, 12 0>, 5..V> arid 10.02 p n».
mail closes at I'ofetomcE.
Going East- 630 a m, 4 ai*d 5.30 n m.
Go:no west—li.45, 11.30am, 5 30and 9pm.
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No

We will sell for you.
We will /ent for you.
Wo will buy for you.
We will certify the title.We write all kinds of insurance.

SELL
YOUR
REAL

Write us and we will call on you

ESTATE.

First National Bank
Main Street.

FOR

of

SALE

w.

rue nrst sociaDie or me season

on

A shed has been built at the rear of the
on Franklin street for the
storage of the street sprinkler, road ma-

engine house
chine,

etc.

Mrs. L. E. Treadwell and her cousin, E.
3. Cousins, left Monday for Lewiston, Boston and New York, where they will visit
friends and relatives.
On Monday, Dec. 2, Miss Mary A.
Stock bridge will open a room in the
Manning block for her annual exhibition
of water color pictures and Christmas
novelties.

TARLEV

improved property

given oy

ance.

and Beat American and' Foreign Stock
Fire Insurance Companies,

prepared to write large lines

Friday evening.

the Odd Fellows and Rebekahs was held
last evening. There was a large attend-

sixteen ot the

I are

daughter.

next

We represent

irgest

a

Sunrise council, Daughters of Liberty,
will give another dance at Liberty hall

right.

O.

Boston

j congratulations

property on Central St., one on Main St., two on School St., and one
Franklin St.—all at reasonable prices.
I also have Insurance of all kinds for sale—some good securities, and
are

in

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Osgood are receiving
on the
birth yesterday

Bldg.,
Ellsworth, Me.

on

,nrYn°w^tSni.E,t,t-

are

week.

a

Mrs. A. W. Cushman and Mrs. J. A.
Peters, who have bee n visiting in Boston,
ire home.

immediately.

~~...

I,

all.

Fred L. Mason and wife
for

•OR SALE.

prices

n

ington.

28,210 feet of land situate on south side aud at loot of Sea street. Northeast Harbor,
Maine. This lot of land Is on (lie shore and title given to low-water mark.
H. W. Carr property. Water street, Ellsworth, Me.
Farm with buildings In good repair, East Blnehlll, Me.
Acres fine shore property, East Btuetnll, Me.
Acres of Land west aids High Street. Ellsworth. Me.
One 11-2 story house newly shingled and painted. New stable 28x32. New hennery 13x42
with six acres of land more or less all free from rocks, with never-falling well of water at the
door. Worn!-house and carriage-house connected with the house; cuts five tons of bay. This
Isa very desirable l xsation for summer home, or for a market garden, being easily aeesslble
lo Bar Harbor markets. Situated at Lamnlue. Maine, a -out two ml'ea from U. 8. Coaling
nation.
Apply to C. W. & P. L. Mason.

A

Fluidity

Senator Hale left Monday for Wash-

f.TIiason,

c. w &

twigs wanted.

at the lowest pos

The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet
for rehearsal at Manning hall to-morrow
evening. The books of the opera Aida are
it the office of Mr. Crabtree, and members
ire requested to call there for them.
AH the coal has been removed from the
Ellsworth schooner Melissa Trask, ashore
it Little Deer Isle, and an attempt is being
made this week to float her. B. S. Jellijon, one of the owners, i9 at Little Deer
isle.

«rates.

Yon can wire-orders at our expense.
•
The GEO. H. GRANT Co.,
Ellsvrorth and Bar Harbor Maine.

THE THANKSGIVING TABLE
•

!S

C. E. Bullard and wife, of Charlestown,
Mass., leave to-day to spend the winter in
San Jos?, Cal. Mr. Bullard, who has been
m the Boston police force for many years,
aas Deen retired on half pay, and i9 now
>njoying a well-earned rest.

Twenty

young ladies were delightfully
;nt?rtaiued at the home ot Aliss Bay N.

Fruit, Table and Cooking Raisins,

New

Currants, Citron, Figs,

Nuts and

Candy,
Evaporated Peaches and Apricots, etc.
We will have

a

|
|
|

fine lot of selected

TURKEYS, CHICKENS AND DUCKS,
and

Everything

for the

Thanksgiving

Table.

WHITING BROS.

jwE
Ve put

an

TRUST YOU.

EDISON PHONOGRAPH

in your home now and you pay for. it

little every week. You won’t
miss the money and the first

a

CASH

or

EASY

$12.00 to $00.00
with

large flower

nlcxle

plated

horn and
crane cum

thing

y°u know the

EDISON is

yours
a

■

C mu

I C*

gm

^ m

■

|1 Ol

tUloUN.
We will arrange it to-day if you
come in.

STIFLES PIINO 8 MUSIC CD,
ELL8W0BTH, HAUTE.

“WE ARE in business for YOUR HEALTH.”
to&ted Pepsin Gum keeps your mouth and throat clear, kills germs,
aids digestion.
Cough Oum—something entirely new. Try it.

J. A. Thompson,
h Otrast.

_Ellsworth.

iCTRICAL

WIRING.

Pall | inti af

ELECTRICAL

supplies

and fixtures.
1 ••
Wlrlag u4 Sapflla ChaarlaU; Give*.
m. moor.
'“lag. (wait end bridge). Ellsworth.

*»|DRBW

Mains.

I Chrysanthemums
ALL SIZES AND COLORS.

Ellsworth

Greenhouse.

Long-dltt&nce telephone 43.

A'biting last evening, at a handkerchief
•bower given in honor of Miss Haza
SLnowiton.

The

decorations and favors

appropriate to the occasion.
The ster^opticon lecture on “The Land
)f the Midnight Sun’’, by Rev. C. U. John5on at the Methodist church la9t Friday
jvening, was interesting and instructive,
vere

ind took the audience among some beau:iful scenery of the frozen North.
A field agent of the State department of
igriculture is in this section looking for
He has
Drown tail and gipsy moth nests.
found very few in the immediate vicinity
His territory is
jf Ellsworth so far.
Washington and Hancock counties.
The marriage of Miss Haste Meservey

Enowlton and Kenneth McKenzie Cameron will take place at the home of the
bride’s parents, John F. Knowlton and
wife, on Church street, Wednesday evening, Nov. 27. A reception will follow.

AN ELE6ANT

[■'

MERRILL PIANO
to be sold at auction

by mall to the

highest bidder.
A

rare

your own

Samuel. Mrs. S. L. Lord expects to
lokve Friday for Gardiner, to spend ihe
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Fred S.
Smith. Her house here will be €losed.

chance to get

a

piano

at

price.

Send postal card asking for circular containing free information.

son

S. J.

Austin Carey, of the Maine.State forest
commission, is- to deliver a lecture on
Forestry in Ellsworth on Monday evening, Dec. 2, probably at Hancock hall. He
ELLSWORTH WATER.
will di«cus9 forest fires and forest destruction by wasteful cutting. This lecAnalysis Made by Director of State
ture, which will be free, is to be under the i
Laboratory of Hygiene.
auspices of tbe board of trade. It is hoped
According to an analysis recently made
that the speaker will be greeted with a
by St. D. Evans, director of the Maine
large audience.
Laboratory of Hygiene at Augusta, the
The firemen were called out last Thurs- city of Ellsworth has noth
file to fear from
day noon by a chimney fire at Mrs. Sarah its drinking water. Complaints heard
house
on
Main
street.
Partridge’s
Sparks dor .ng the fall of the year, or durii:gheavy
from the chimney set fire to the roof, but spr ng
rains, arise from a discoloration of
a dash of water put an end to the blaze.
th< water and the presence sometimes of
No damage. The firemen were again am
j-1 particles of leaves. While a better
called out Friday evening by a burning sys em of filtration would do
away with
at
the
at
Main
and
th», objection, the healthfulness of the
chimney
Emery house,
School streets, occupied by Capt. S. O. wa or seems not to be affected
thereby.
Moore this winter, but their services were Mr Evanr, iu a letter
accompanying his
nctaeeded. No damage.
aiv lysis writes:
Construction work on the power transTi e analysis shows that the water is in
mission line from Ellsworth to Veazie, firs- -class condition to be used for drinking
which has been under way at the Bangor or
any domestic use to which you may
to put it. It is entirely free of all eviend for some time, has been suspended
de» ,e of sewage pollution, both chemical and
until spring. The way has been prepared
bac rerial. In its present condition I
icgard
for the line as far as Holden. The line it £f>
a line drinking water.
couldn't be put through in time to make
The water of which this was written
its power available this winter, and from
wss taken lrom a faucet on Main
str, e;.
now
on the building wonld be
more
The analysis, the figures ol which are for
expensive. The hours of work would be
in 100,000, is as follows:
parts
shortened a great deal by darkness, and
Date of collection, Oct. 22,1907; >.-xa:nthe work wonld be slow on account of the
Oct. 23.
frozen ground. When the frost has gone ination,
Appearance- Turbidity, none; sediment,
oat of the ground next spring, the line
2.6.
will be rnshed through to completion. none; color,
Odor—Cold none; hot, slightly vegeThe suspension of construction work at
table.
the Bangor end will in no way affect the
Residue evaporation—Total, 3.4; loss on
work
of
and
obtainpreliminary
surveys
fixed residue, 2.2.
ing rights of way at this end of the line. ignition, 1.2;
Ammonia—Free,
.00W; in solution, .0106.
The marriage of Miss Mary Elizabeth,
Chlorine—0.27.
daughter of Mrs. John Mahoney, and
Nitrogen—Nitrates, none; nitrites,none.
Daniel E. Hurley, took place at St. JoOxygen consumed—.49.
seph’s Catholic church this morning at
Hardness—1.4.
8 o’clock, Rev. J. D. O’Brien officiating.
Iron -.019.
A nuptial mass followed the ceremony.
Lead—None,
The bride was attended by her sister, Miss
Colon bacillus—Absent.
Catherine Mahoney, who wore a handsome
Bacteria per cubic centimeter-186.
brown aerge suit, and Charles W. Harley,
brother of the groom, was best nun.
JOCYLEN ARRESTED.
Miss N M. Dutton was organist. The
bride looked charming in a handsome suit Bucksport Man Bound Over lor
of .dark bine broadcloth, with hat to
Grand Jnry.
match. After the ceremony at the church,
Charles C. Jocylen, of Bucksport, was
there was a reception and wedding break- arrested
Monday night, charged with
Mr. and
fast at the home of the bride.
embezzlement, and arraigned yesterday
Mrs. Hurley left at noon for a wedding before Recorder Remick of the Western
trip to Boston. On their return they will Hancock municipal court and bound over
reside at the M. J. Drummey house on for the
grand jury under $3,000 bonds.
The bride was the recipUnion street.
Jocylen, it will be remembered, disient oi many presents.
from his home
Nov.
_

Clement,
St.,
Bar Harbor, Me.
160 Main

MOUTH OF THE RIVEK.
Clifford Fullerton shot

a

line buck deer

recently.
Mrs. Levi

Chapman,

of

Bnckeport,

in.

visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Sadler.
Mrs. Fanny Bcwden, with children, of
Lsmoine, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Graoe
Fullerton.
Adelbert Patten, wife and son Paul, and!
Henry C. Bay, sr., and wife visited friend*,
j in North Ellsworth recently.
;

j

Miss Vera Pratt won a silver sugar bowl:'
a dozen spoons as the most
popularyoung lady in the prize contest at the
medical company’s entertaiment.
Mrs.
Bertha Woods won a silver soap ladle a*
the prettiest married woman in the halland Mrs. Carrie Pratt for driving the moat.
nails in a second.
and

COMING EVENTS.

•

ELTHWOBTH.

!

,

Thursday, Nov. 21, at Congregational1!
cbepel—tiupper by November committee25

cents.

!

Friday evening, Nov. 21, at Liberty halT
—Social dance by Sunrise council, Daughters of Liberty.
Tickets, per couple, St
cents; extra ladies, 10c.
Wednesday evening, Nov. 27, at Hancock ball—Ball of Dirigo efub, preceded!
by minstrel show by local cast. Admission, 25 cents; reserved seats, 33 cents;
I
dance tickets, 50 cents.
Monday, Dec. 2, at Unitarian church—
! Musical
entertainment under auspices of
woman’s alliance.
Tuesday and Wednesday evening, Dec10 and 11, at Baptist vestry—Fair by Helpsomehow society.

TRACY'S
I

Bargain Store,
under Dirigo Club
opposite Manning

rooms

Block.

New, fresh, up-to-date lines of Novelties:,
of all kinds.

DOLLS, TOYS, CHINA, GAMES.
—A SPECIAL. FEATURENew York's latest patterns of tailormade

appeared
Wednesday,
change has gone into effect at the 6. An examination of the books of the
WAISTS
Ellsworth public library, giving the pub- Bucksport loan and building association, SHIRT
in flannels, madras and linens.
lic direct admission to the book-shelves. a large port of the funds of which he
The trustees in announcing the change, handled as clerk for Hon. Parker Spofford,
Machines sold
“Heretofore it has been thought secretary, indicated a shortage.
Qliurjpp Sewing
say:
o111VILit
on easy payments.
best to make and enforce the usual rule
Last Thursday Jocylen returned to his
excluding the public from the alcoves and home of his own accord in a state of
shelves of the Ellsworth city library as collapse. Be has since kept to his bed,
HARRY E. TRACY,
and refuses to talk. The hearing before
necessary for the prevention of disarthe recorder was in Jocylen’s room.
His Main St.,
Ellsworthrangement and loea of books. The trus- counsel, C. J. Hutchings,
of Brewer,
tees have now decided to make the experi- entered a'plea of not guilty on his behalf.
The exact amount of the shortage in the
ment ol admitting me puDiic to me
association funds cannot be
alcoves and shelves in the daytime ot each building
ascertained for some time, but is underlibrary day. This permission is npon con- stood to be a bove $5,000. The irregularidition that every person availing himself ties cover a period of more than four
of it shall carefully put back on the years.
Greely building, adjoining First
Jocylen will be brought to the county
National Bank Building.
proper shelf, and in the proper place on jail at Ellsworth this afternoon if he is
the shelf, each volume taken down, and able to come.
COOKED FOOD SALE
shall not take any volume from the library
without having it entered on the libraSaturday, Nov. S3, at 3 p. m.
BAR HARBOR.
A

HfHC

rian’s books. Failure to observe these
conditions will necessitate the re-establishment ol the usual rule of exclusion.
Should the new rule work well, it may be
extended to evenings as well.”

decision adverse to Mrs. John R. Hollis, of Brewer, in her suit to recover the
personal property ol her father, Charles J.
King, formerly of Ellsworth, wbo died in
the spring of 1906, at Rapid City, S. D.,
has just been rendered in the circuit court
of South Dakota. The bank which has
held the money since King’s .death, has
Harry E. Tracy, an Ellsworth boy who turned over the certificates of deposit
has been in Boston for some years, has
amounting to $11,700 to Mibs Corinne E.
returned to this city and opened a “barRoy, a niece of King who was his housegain store” underthe Dirigo athletic club’s keeper for some years. Jnst before his
rooms, opposite the Manning block. Mr.
death. King, in the presence of a third
Tracy intends later to resolve his place party, gave to Miss Roy the certifiinto a regulation dry-goods store.
indorse
did
not
them
but
cates,
Next Saturday Misses Mary F. Hopkins or assign them in writing. Charles
snd L. Jt. Belcher will open their woman’s J. King was a French Canadian who
exchange on the second floor of the Qreely came to Ellsworth in 1864, and for a
building, adjoining the First national few years worked for the Halls in the
bank building. The exchange will handle woods and on the drive. During his resiall kinds of useful and dence here he married Ann M. Kief, who
on commission
fancy articles and cooked food, which will was with child by him at the time. King
be received from Ellsworth needlewomen lived with his wife but five days, and went
and housewives.
West, where he made a comfortable forAt the Ellsworth Foundry & Machine tune in the liquor business. King died
Works a Islip and marine railway have leaving an estate estimated at from $80,000
been built this fall. The railway will take to (76,000. He had never married again,
boats up to 100 feet in length. It will and Mrs. Hollis, the child born of his margreatly facilitate the work ol the riage here, was his only child. The other
were relatives
company in| installing gasolene en- claimants for the property
gines in launches and small vessels. The in the West and in Canada. Mrs. Hollis
steamer E. P. Dickson is now hauled out was successful in her contest for the real
estate, but the decision just rendered deon the railway for the winter.
prives her of the personal property.
Hon. Warren C. Phil brook, assistant
Announcement.
attorney-general of Maine, was in the
Owing to our unsettled condition for the
city Monday *nd Tuesday. As grand
we have been unable to give
two
weeks,
captain-general of the grand commandery past
as
of Maine, K. T., Mr. Philbrook paid an our patrons and our repairing department
attention as we desired. We are now
official visit to Blanquefort commandery much
watch
reand
the
Jewelry
prepared to give
on Monday evening.
The degrees of the
pairing prompt attention and hope the pubOrder|of the Temple and Malta were con- lic will feel free to call and inspect our new
ferred upon Bert H. Young, of Bar Har- stock.
E. F. Robinson.
-Advf.
bor. Ajbanquet was served at 8.90. At
A casting of the fire bell at the Franklin
itreet house was broken during the ringing of an alarm last week, and the bell
ig temporarily out of
commission.
Arrangements have been made for the
sounding of alarms by the whistle at
the Union shoe factory.

aubirtfitnunt*.

the close of the work, informal, but interesting remarks were made by Mr. Philbrook, J. F. Knowlton, C. H. Eglee, of the
Ambursen Construction Co., D. A. Campbell, of C’herryfleld, G. F. Paine, of Bar
Harbor, and Mr. Nash, of New York.
E. W. Lord, assistant commissioner of
education of Porto Rico, who has been
here since the death of his father, Capt.
S. L. Lord, will leave to-morrow for Boston, accompanied by his wife and little

A

Three new transformers arrived Sat urday for the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co. These are to be used at the
light station when the local lighting plant
is discontinued and the power is supplied
from the central plant at Ellsworth. Each
of the big transformers appeared as big
as a small-sized
house, and many were the
conjectures as to their use. Other equipment is coming at intervals, and the complete
apparatus will be installed in time
for the change of power.

All kinds of useful and fancy articles solicited for sale on small
commission.

Sole agents in Ellsworth for
UTOPIA WORSTEDS and YARNS.

CITY RESTAURANT.
MEALS AT ALL HOURS.

The Hancock County Savings Bank is the
only savings bank in Ellsworth. Established
in 1878; has paid sixty-eight semi-annual dividends. Next c ividend, first Monday in December.— 4 dvt.
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Single meals 35 cents.
6 meal tickets, $1.50.
OEOROE A.
Street,

TILTON,

Franklin

,t"n"rn"n"n,Trrn
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Ell,worth.

r-j,,n

VERMONT TURKEYS
t

FOR THANKSGIVING
»

«»

•

« •

■;
•

>

.;
•

We have secured a choice lot of Turkeys, and will sell at as
low a price as possible. Don’t select your turkey until you
see ours.
We will also have

lOEESE,

*

j

DUCKS, CHICKENS and FOWL;:

« »

>

[
\

) J.

>

;;
;

*'■
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FULL LIKE OF GREEK STUFF, AKD EVERYTHIKG FOR THE THAKKSGIVIKG DAY DIKKER.
A

1
!'

Ifloyd market.!!

•»
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Pnyr Meeting Tspic

the Week
Seginmcg Nov. 24. 1957.
Bj RE'.'. 3 H. DC TEE
The ;
rrfti of
Topic.—Hcase rr.Work among the jEai{nr.u-San. rv,
U-ll

Far

»-E

The Mpafcaw X the l**s:te1 Rain
fc> 1900. excluding insular possessions.
was 75.T3J5®!
Of this population
10.45Ti/f® were foreign !/ai and 15.-

it

000 foreigners come to our country
is a year. Another fact worthy X notice today is that these tadilong are
not coming, as formerly, from the better
classes of Europe, but from the masses
of the retire
X unfavored nations,
1 riy unfavored so far as
and par
.»
The tend.oncerned.
governc
ency a few years hack was to look
upon this re—at immigration as a naeJ menace, but the better
tional per
thought of today tinds to iook upon
them as a farnre biesslcg They are
doing today .mlustriai work in eooneetloc with gr-it rsi.'road. mun.rtpei sod
*
Americans
‘T'ri1 ?s
that
other
would me. c,. Mrs-over, In a genera
Con or two vt i-.r the hiCuen*es of
S'-.t
the ;•
iic schools and
ettvir
wifi be entirely
missiicr
disposition and
chart,--*
in ch.:.- r.vr. la all oar great cities today it ay of the young people of these
immigrr ; s who were themselves born
abroad are Voiding positrons of trust
and responsibility, and to dealing with
them one would scarcely believe that
they had been born In Russia. Austria
or southern Italy.
Our presbytery of
the general assembly of the Presbyterian church has nine young Italian*
under its care studying for the minlatry, and the average American student passes no better examination*
than they nor present a more intelligent and pleasing appearance. Their
conception of true religion and of the
responsibility of the ministry Is a so
perks? one. and their desire is to preach
the gospel to their own people.
lucm^rc.

vu*

country are making rapid stride* pbysSenlly, mentally and spiritually. There
la no question of tbeir progress, and
tbe only qnestkm is for church and
state to use effectively tbe opportunl
ties for tbe advancement of “the stran•era within our gates.”
The great centers of foreign populatSon are tbe large eastern cities. Chicago In tbe west and many western agricultural sections. About 40 per cent
of tbe Immigrants remain in New York
state, 30 per cent settle In Pennsylvania, and tbe remainder Is distributed
now h> many states, but especially In
the west and northvest.
Ilere tbe
greatest work must be done, and tbe
amount of work that is being done for
the elevation and salvation of those
people In such cities as New Yo-k.
Philadelphia, Pittsburg and Chicago
would be astounding to those who have
never Investigated the subject.
Individual churches In these cities often
have missions among the foreigners,
and the ecclesiastical bodies of most of
onr large denominations carry on systematic mission work among them and
have regularly organized missions and
churches. In Philadelphia there Is the
largest and most flourishing Protestant
Italian church In tbe country.
Its
membership la up In tbe hundreds, but
this la only a small part of tbe great
numbers, especially of tbe men. who
attend tbe services. The- children are
taught both on Sabbath and through
tbe week and make wonderful progWork la also carried on among
ress.
tbe Chinese, Hungarians and other foreign people. 80 It ta In New York.
Pittsburg, Chicago and other cities and
In our great Industrial and mining sections.
These millions of people are
not criminals and Illiterate*.
They
sort, and work hard. They are seldom lawless unless led by demagogue
leaden. They want tbeir children to
have the best advantages, and In this
lias our opportunity. These people In
at least small numbers are In nearly
every community.
They can be led
to Christ. They are being led to Him.
Are we doing onr part to wiu them!
BIBLE READIKCS.

Ex. xx, 10; Ps. xlv. 1-17; xlviii. 1-14:
XXXllL 12-20; Acts 1, 1-11; I’rov. xlv.
34; Bom. lx. 1-5; X. 1; John ill. 1C;'I
Tim. 11, 1-6.
Its Reoord I* Inspiring.
No organization has played a more
Important part in movements in behalf
of the moyal uplift in the world than
the Christian Endeavor society
Its
good work Is written larg? In the
world’s history, snd the field of Its
usefulness Iz constantly widening. Reports submitted by the officers of the
organisation plainly tell the colossal
character of the work carried on by
this band of earnest and worthy men
and women.
The society's record is inspiring.
With so much good achieved, it Is no
desperate hazard to say that the half
Seattle la fortunate
Is not yet “old.
to entertain sen and women who have
wrought so endnringiy in the world's
affairs.—Editorial in Seattle (Wash.)

Foot-Intelligencer.

FprwaM. C. B. brigade!
Fear not nor be dismayed.
Trust In God's promised aid.
Forward. Endoavorers!
To smite all forms of ill
That thwart our Saviour's will
Our mission to fulfill—
Forward. Endoavorers!

I

Forward shall be the call
Tin sin's last rampart fan
del Christ Is Lord of all.
Forward. Endoavorers!
—Australian Christian Endeavor

Link.

'

a more

the support rtTea tt la ibi» re* poet Co*
BTtieHhM muat be aUsed„ but the name cl
artier win aot &e printed excel* by permlseio*
£oRmu.el:asio** will be subject to approval or
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s Vegetable

fiatulencv. general debility, indigestion or nervous prostration, they
E. Pinkshould remember there is one tried and true remedy, Lytua
ham's Vegetable Compound.
of cures of
So other remedy in the country has such a record
of the Lmted
female ills, and thousands of women residing in every part
of
Lydia E. PinkStates bear willing testimony to the wonderfu. virtue
ham's Vegetable compound and what it has done for them.
She has
Mrs. Pinkhsm invites all sick women to write her for advice.
she has been
guided thousands to health. For twenty-five years
of Lydia E. Pinksick women free of charge. She hi the
advised under her
as her assistant for years befowftcr decease
h*xn
Mass.
immediate direction. Address, Lynn.
_

frown and

sigh.
God’s plan goes on as best far yon mud sse:
Bow. when we culled. He heeded not our cry.
Because His wisdom to the end could see.
And. even as wise parents disallow
Too much of sweet to craving babyhood.
So God. perhaps, is keeping from ns now
Life’s sweetest things, because it seemetb

daughter-in-law

a

vating.
And so it nay be presumed that there are
many oitfer silent ones who are helped sad
inspired by the -Helpful and Hopeful’’ published thoughts and teachings of others.
STIaSC ek.
_

hints on Christmas work has not yet me: with a response.
Perhaps we will receive some after the
The request for

lengthened

for

sends

friend;

Potato Soup
two

see.

milk

We could interpret all this doubt and strife.
And fur each mystery c old find a key.
poor heart!
and white,

was

Thanksgiving

This column is devoted to the Grange, esto tbe granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topic# of general interest, and
for reports of grange meeting#. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, bet names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of tbe writer.
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One cap mashed potatoes,
one quart -wtet
heat, season to taste, and serve.
—

tab'espoc-nfuis batter,

Fecit Cake—One-half cap batter, one cup
sugar, one cup sour milk, two cups flour, one
cup raisins, one teaspoon each of clove*, nutBeat well
meg, cinnamon, allspice and soda
before patting into tins.

w

Give Ttae» Help anti

Many Ellswm

People Will be Happier.
Throw Oat the Lite Line"—
The kidneys need help.

They’re overworked-can’t get

j

eon

out

^

ot the blood.

They're getting worse every minute. >
Will yon help them?
|
Doan’s Kidney Pills have
HARVEST HOME. WEST ELLSWORTH.
brought the
Harvest Home grange met Nov. 18, with sands of kidney sufferers back
fro® tfc
small attendance.
The lecturer preverge ot despair.
Will

cure any form of
kidney trouble, i
Ralph T. Young, farmer, iiving it
^

Birch Tree Farm,

on the
Partridge Cn
half miles north of h
moine. Me., says: “Befcr* I used Doul

Road,
SEDGWICK.

Sedgwick gnnge

met Nov. 15, forty
visitor being present.
All were glad to welcome District Deputy
Joanna Dnrgain, wbo made interesting
and helpful remarks on what constitutes
an up-to-date gnnge.
She also exemplified tbe unwritten work in a pleasing
manner.
All responded to their parts in
the programme and a social time was enjoyed, as well as the hot clam stew.
members

and

one

and

Kidney Pills

one

XASBAPAQUA, SOUTH

HANCOCK POMONA.

OntlFelioi

Throw

a fine programme.
The grange
voted to have a dance Nov. 28, Thanksgiving night. The question discussed was:
“What causes Potato Botf

county Pomona with Castine grange.
Wednesday, Dae. 11—Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona with Eayview grange,
Salisbury Cove.

™

jHtbiral

sented

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, bnt none will be rejected without

they hare bee
Dana, grocer.

~~

enjoyed.

The election of officers will take place
at the next regular meeting, Dec. ?. All
memben are requested to be present.

pecially

E.

Spr.nei. Tea —di«.

XIOOUN. NORTH ELLS WORT*.

preparations
good reason.
pleted and the results of those preparations partaken. From a book of tested
DATES.
recipes sent me some time ago by Melissa,
Saturday, Dec. 7-Meeting of Hancock
I copy a few:

Bis

And that sometimes the sable pall of death
Conceals the fairest boon His lore can sendIf we could posh ajar the gates of life
And stand within, end all God's workings

| But not to-day! Then be content,
j God's plans, like lilies, pure

some

slaee.--A.

ever

Nicolin grange held its regular meeting
Saturday evening. After the regular business, a abort programme of gnphopbene
selections and recitations was carried out.
County Deputy A. 1. Foes and wife, of Pamela grange, Hancock, were present; also
visitors from Harvest Home, Baytide,
Dracut, Mass., and Arbutus granges. At
the close of the meeting a harvest feast

Umong tl)t Grangers.

or bocie-keepinc excelled, mad with
heart for all sentiment that is kind and ele-

pu*ed

And if, sometimes, commingled with life’s
wine
We Sod the wormwood, and rebel and
shrink.
Be sure a wiser hand than yours or mine
Pour* out this potion to our lips to drink.
A ad it some friend we lore is lying low
Where human kinoes cannot feach his face.
Oh. do not blame the heavenly Father so.
Bnt bear your sorrow with cbe.:ieat grace!
And y^c shall shortly know that
breath
Is not the sweetest gift God

fusing

furnish the programme; the defeated
aides to furnish a supper at the dose of
the contest. All members of the order ere
invited to attend.

__

good.

(

Lomp-ma

an

displacements,

st true-

shall

of'J?

honest, tried and time remedy of unquestionable therapeutic value.
its long list of actual
During ita record of more than thirty years,
E- Pinkham s
cares of tlfbse serious ills peculiar to women, entitles Lydia
air minded
Vegetable Compound to the respect and confidence of every
person and every thinking woman.
.__
When women are troubled with irregular or painful functions,
ulceration or inflammation, backache,
weakness,

is

eoodii?

h^e^|
^

root*
was ever

Lydia E.

sojfjrrtM*.

Sometime, wuea all life’s Jobom bare been
Inmed
The sua asd star* fortrerucrt hare set.
The thing* which our weak judgments here
biTt spumed—
The things o’er which we dreamed with
lashes wet—
Will flash bed re at cut of life's dark night
As stars shine uort in dec- er tint* of blae:
And we shall see he w ali God's plans are right.
And how what * earned reproof was lore

Women', flow.

Harrington; reading, Sophia Baker, they not investigate the landly
of Lincoln grange; song, Sarah Barring- «. the groat ndd.Ue
daw,
ton; “Milk-Maid Drill'' by sixteen tin-i draern oar mow eueeeasrm
ters: farce. -The Train tc Mooro."
the, will find Use greet .own,
to the promulgatk* of the
human ~T*,
aj 'VBOvr, north bbo©Seville.
“To-da, it » the young women
Bain bo * grange held its regular meet- mature womeu of the
middle chT^jz
ing Thursday, Nov. 14, with a good at- are turning their buck. oa the
Jj;
tendance. Much interest is being shown wherein lie. America ,
hope 0( W
in the grange. Six applications for mem- greutnew. And for
what* To
After routine the birthright of
bership were received.
womanhood. wi.-T*
basinets, a fine programme of thirty-eight and motherhood for the meee
ot
numbers was rendered by the ladies, it known m a bneiot >e career,
Therein
their
3re!
in
a
with
the
contest
nation
t greatest
being
night
menace-ace
the gentlemen as opponent a.
B. H.
cide."_**
In
James
Laura
Howard,
Cousins,
Gray,
hablta^l, h^,
Howard and Pbebe Durgain are judges.
Doa.. Beguleta relieved aad
KrT
At the next meeting the gentlemen will
the boweie, so that
lian

potent rented* in the

and herbs of the field than
prodneed from drags*
In the good oM fashiotted days of
cur grandmothers few drugs were
used in medieines and LjrdU E.
Pink ham. of Lynn. Mass., in her
study of roots and herbs and their
power over disease discovered and
a
gave to the women of the world
remedy for their peculiar ills more
potent and efficacious than any
combination of drug*.

is

i..

V. F. Band and G. E. Hanson. song, Lil-

NATURE PROVIDES
FOR SICK WOMEN I

»m*a»ica«io»s,aadtt*M»cr*w«depen<lf largely |

■tore 1900. Instead ft has been greatly
Increased. and now not less than 1/00.-

j.nc

tuafti".

The purpose* cl tide ceisei ure raedwth
Kasai fa the mfe and mcuhU Is tor the aatua
sene&t, and aims %>* be baftpfvi naA kopefnL
Mflf t<AT toe «aao«i f«d. & te tor the ©om
BOB use—^ public sexraat. a purveyor of 1»
Eormados and suggest on. a media* for the la
I ercaaage of idea*. la this ea purity !t solkts*

Th is every third person in
parents.
the United State* Is foreign lorn or
the child of a foreign born parent.
Sor has the tide of immigration from
almost aii European countries receded

theawL^*mS? *£•

John

“Heipfni and HopefnL”

IU Matt*:

®17,32- the children of f .reign born

iu

*'acwt

*•” Suicide la the
eluding visitors from Pamela. Greenwood,
Middle r,
“The Sociologist*
Dority. Cushman. Bay-view and
lay
Schoocic iFranklin.> granges. Ail enjoyed «iodeat the dooro ol the
a line pr 'gramme aa follows:
Piano duet, «*«•,” wri**« Anna Stem EcImm ^

Sttfrtteantt.

lU dinii Buis fit loinmn

CMHISTIA7E EXDUVOR.

a

in the

spring

ISCa, IhidM

of

attack of backache that I cod
hardly move .boot without suffering#
vere twinges of pain.
1 think it q

severe an

by a cold which seated itself in q
kidneys. I bad read aooat Doan's Kidmj
Pills and beard a number of people
caused

speak
highly of them that I procured a boi
at Moore’s drug store, io Ellsworth.
They brought me prompt relief, and I
so

Sirnun

Massapaqua gnnge held a regalir meetunfold;
j
Cookies —One cup sour cream, one cap
ing Nov. 14. All present were pleated to continued to use them with incnaalig
sugar, one egg. one-naif teaspoon soda, pinch
j We must not tear the close-shut leaves apart— of
greet District Deputy Joanna Dnrgain, benefit until
salt, lemon or other flavoring to suit taste,
completely relieved. Sun
; Time will reveal the calyxes t gold.
flour enough to make stiff dough, roll and
wbo inspected the books and reported
And when, through patient t il, we reach the sprinkle with sugar; bake in quick oven. Tl Address cf welcome .Laura DeTereax
then I have recommended Doan's Kidney
them
in
and
the glass case
j
good condition,
have used this recipe without the egg with
land
.........Norris Grisdle
Response
for regalias a very nice idea. Sister Dur- Pills to my friends, and in all ewes tig
Where tired feet with sandals loosed may good success.]
Topic: Along what lines should the eduj
also
Sccrr Ptodixg—One cup chopped suet ta
rest
gain
exemplified tbe unwritten work. report the most beneficial result*.”
cations: work of the grange be con*
half cup of batter can be used instead, but 1
When we shall clearly see and understand.
ducted?.Leader. Addle Bowden Remarks for the good of the order were
For sale by all dealers. Price 30 cot,
suppose it could not legally be called suet
I know that we will say: “God knew the pudding in that case,, one cup molasses, one
Paper.Una Bridges made by the district deputy, also by her Foster-Milburn
best!”
Co., Buffalo. N. Y,ak
cup sour milk, two large cups flour, one teato
a
man
Which is better for
daughter Phebe.
spoon soda, spice and salt, steam two hours. Topic:
*
—Selected by A. M. L.
have, an education or a fortune?
Sauce—One tablespoon flour, one pint boiling
Literary
Sisters agents for the United Suits.
programme:
Reading,
water.
Boil till transparent, then add one
Remember the name- Doen's-and At
Bickford, Maddox, Hodgdon and HenderDear M. B. Friends:
cup sugar, salt, vinegar and nutmeg to taste.
GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA.
no other.
son: conundrums. Sisters Sylvester and
It gives me much pleasure to place the
-——-—
1
Green Mountain Pomona held an interVrOTATIOSS FEOM THE MASTEE'S V10U>.
Oand&ge; music, with Phebe Dnrgain at
poem, “Sometime,” at tbs head of our col- |
fiifitst&t infi ituaiui.
-Where one cannot understand without esting session with Schoodic grange at the piano.
j
umn this week, for a number of reasons.
words, no amount of explanation will make Winter Harbor Thursday, with an attendThe programme for the meet ingot Hancock Pomona with Castine grange Dec. 7
includes the following:
.............

—

It is the first contribution from this friend
of mine. The lines have comforted many
who could not understand the sorrows
and disappointments that have fallen to
their portion, and as I think of our E,
who has recently met with another sad
loss, I some wsy feel that this message
comes to her from one who, although not
even knowing her, would
fully understand her need of comfort. Is this one of
the occasions when mutual needs find
mutual help? We all unite in sympathy
for the one whom we have known so long
and so well through the column.

Dear U. B. Friends:
1 enjoyed reading Naillil’s letter, and when
■be touched on the liqnor question, I realized
that she was witnessing sights similar to
many that are seen in this city. When I first
came here to live it was a very aad sight to
see men and women in an intoxicated condition walking on the street. I often attend
the W. C. T. U. It has done much forthe fallen.
I often wish that the women here could vote
on the temperance question this present year,
and try and rid the city of bar rooms. Am
afraid that the cigarette habit in the future
will in ssany ways be as injurious as the licensed saloon.
I thoroughly agree with B. E. 8. and H.’s selection. A few have desired to exchange
postcards. I would be glad to do so, ae I am
getting a collection.
Por the benefit of Uncle Dudley, I will send
the following prescription for insomnia:
Steep eight ounces of sarsaparilla, three
ounces of dandelion root, one ounce of gentian In a gallon of water, strain, drink a wine
glass three times a day before meale.
L. E. T.
West Lynn, Mass.

There seems to be s general movement
in many of the states toward prohibition.
There have been great gains in even a few
months past, for which we can “thank
God and take courage”.
The following letter has been so much
enjoyed by me 1 want to share it with all
those who have helped to make the column to interesting that
many “silent
partners” take time to peruse it. Thanks
for the
words of appreciation from
“Stranger”.
unsnaoca with thh h. a. coluhh.

It is possible that tome Helpere may think
that the column Is all for themselves, and
may not realize that it Is far-reaching, and
helps many who are thoughtful but silent.
To a mere man it might never become interesting except that he notice the concern of
another.
There is a couple who, unhappily, do not
live together much of the time, bnt are on
snch good terms that she sends him all papers, even though mntillated—the column referred to is often cut.
A man should not
mind that, though it was the missing slips
that trst aroused his Interest in the column
for the good it contains, and interested bebecause he knew that every word baa been
read aad weighed by another, an appreciative eye—one whose cooking cannot he sur-

A Significant Prayer.
“May the Lord help you make Bucklen’s
Arnica Halve known to all,” writes J. G.
Jenkins, of Chapel Hill, N. C. “It quickly
took the pain out of a felon for me and
cured it in a wonderfully short time.”
Best on esrth for sores, burns and wounds.
26c. at E. G. Moose’s drug store.

AEBCTVS GkAXGE.
of 150.
Arbutus gnnge met Nov. 15, with fortyThe address of welcome was delivered
by Mrs. Helen Smallidge, of Schoodic five members present. One candidate was
and the response by Worthy Over- instructed in the first and second degrees.
-This yere brook, what seems so innoceut- grange,
At the next meeting, Nov. 22, the third
like, is the chalk mark that partitions the seer Milton Beckwith, of Lamoine grange.
Eleven candidates were instructed in and fourth degrees will be conferred on
sheep from the goat*. You’ll find it so in
four candidates, tbe officers of East Bineevery place. Sometimes its water, sometimes the fifth degTee, followed by singing by
hill gnnge doing the work. A harvest
its a car track, and sometime a deepo, but its the
grange and reading by Miss Olive
always there, though more’n likely there ain’t Coolidge, of Lamoine grange.
W’orthy sapper will be served.
; no real line exceptin' the one what’s drawn Overseer Beckwith installed Mrs. Clara F.
in folks’ fool beads.”
EAST BLUEHHX.
Johnson as secretary, and Fred A. Noyes
!
-Wnen life lies fair in the distance, with
East Blnehill gnnge held its regular
for the ensuthe rosy hues of anticipation transfiguring as treasurer of the Pomona
Nov. 16. Sixty-seven mem ben
On motion cf F. A. Noyes, meeting
! its rugged steep and yawning chasms, we are ing year.
I young, though our years may number three- Bavview grange was instructed to work a and six visitors were prerent. Three candidates were instructed in tbe third and
j score and ten. On that first day when we degree at the next meeting in December.
look back, either happily or with remorse, to
The topics discussed were: “Would oar fourth degrees, after which a harvest feast
was served.
Mrs. Joanna Dnrgain, disthe stony ways over which we have travelled,
raral schools be more successful if male
losing concern for that part of the Journey teachers were
and “Would trict deputy, was present and made some
employed?”
which is yet to come, we have grown old.”
interesting- remarks. It being late, the
more interest be created in Pomona meetwas
postponed until next
ings if speakers were present from the programme
meeting.
IvlTTKKY TO CARIUOl'.
University of Maine?”
An invitation for tbe Pomona to hold
GOOD WILL, AMHERST.
Two hundred and sixty-eight fires were
its field day next September at Arden
Good Will grange is waking from its
caused by lightning in Maine the past year.
grove, Otis, was accepted. A. I. long sleep. It bad a large and enthusiThe property was valued at (785,782, and Young’s
Foss and wife were appointed delegates to astic meeting Saturday night.
About
estimated the damage was (106,508. The
the State grange.
thirty were present, besides several visprevious year there were 233 fires from
evenat
6
o’clock.
Tbe
was
served
itors.
After
the
usual business, there was
Sapper
lightning.
ing meeting was called to order by a fine programme.
It was voted to have a
Saturday afternoon Robert P. Seeking, Worthy Master H. G. Smallidge, of chicken sapper in two
weeks, and no
aged nineteen years, of West Windsor Schoodic. Tbe programme consisted of doubt there will be a fine
programme also.
was shot and almost instantly killed by
drill
and
a
abort
a
play.
singing, reading,
the accidental discharge of a rifle in the Tbe
CAJ9TIXE.
grange cloeed with remarks by Dishands of his friend, Charles Pinkbam, of trict
Milton
Beckwith
A.
1.
Castine grange met Saturday evening with
Foss,
Deputy
East Vassalbcro, while the two were out and
Foss.
B.
nearly eighty present. Twenty-four stuAugustas
hunting.
dents and one teacher from Castine normal
Francisco Gniseppi, alias Frank Joe,
BAYYIEW, SALISBURY COVE.
school were present. The following proThe Annual lair held by Bayview grange gramme wss furnished by the students:
was arraigned in the
Bangor municipal
court Saturday afternoon, charged with Tuesday evening was successful in all re- Song, school; recitation, Miss
Leach; panFrom the tomime, Miss
the murder of Guiseppe Toti at East Mil- spects. The hall was filled.
McFarland; charades; readof
sale
various
attractions,
refreshments, ing, Miss Wood.
linocket, Nov. 8. Judge Chapman found
Interesting remarks
probable cause, and held Gniseppi without etc., over flOO was cleared. An entertain- were made by Miss Bennett.
bail for the February term.
ment was given consisting of a vaudeville
Granges of the following places were
North Penobscot, Surry,
The annual State dairy meeting under performance, tableaux, violin solo by represented:
vocal
solos
Hiss
Edith
by
the control of the Maine State Dairymen’s Harold Hamor,
Liberty, Burnham, China, Borkettville,
Mr.
SchraverMias
lens
Stearns,
association and department of agricul- Hall,
Jefferson, Lowell, Dedham, St. Georg-:,
ture, will be held at Odd Fellows’ h»n, sande; readings by Miss Florence Petten- North BluehiU, East Bluehill, North BaldAuburn, Dec. 3,4 and 5. There will be an gill and Mias Sadie McFarland. The vege- win, Brewer, Columbia, Eden, Lagrange,
exhibition of dairy products, and dairy table display was in charge of Julian Swanville, Lamoine.
At the close a harvest feast was served
machinery and appliances of the moat ap- Emery and Harry Stearns; ice-cream
booth, S. N. Rich and Mrs. Jennie Jelli- by the brothers.
proved make will be in operation.
son; home-made candies, Miss Sadie McFarland; fancy table, Mrs. Alston Leland;
HIGHLAND, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
She Couldn’t BeUeve Her Kars.
cut flowers and plants, Miss Ella Sweet;
Highland grange held its regular meet“Mother,” said a college student who
had brought his chum home for the holi- preserves, Jellies and home products, Mias ing Nov. IS, with a good attendance. It
Mildred Emery.
was voted to invite Penobscot
grange to
days “permit me to present my friend,
There was a large attendance at the last meet with us Friday evening, Nov. 2D.
Mr. Specltnoodle.”
His mother, who waa a little hard of meeting of Bayview grange. The first de- An interesting programme of readings,
gree was conferred on fifteen candidates. stories and discussion was presented.
hearing, placed her hand to her ear.
“I’m sorry, George, but I don’t quite New names are presented at every meetI find that there is no
catch your friend’s name. You’ll have to ing. At the next meeting the second and
worthy pursuit
but the idea of doing some good to the
third degrees will be conferred.
speak a little louder, I’m afraid.”
world. Some do it with their society,
“I say, mother,” shouted George, “I
some With their wit, some with their bewant to present my friend, Mr.
SCHOOD1C. WINTER HARBOR.
nevolence, some with a sort of power of
Speckconferring
pleasure and good humor on
noodle."
held
Sc hoodie grange
its regular meetall they meet.—John Keata.
“I’m sorry, George, but Mr.—What was ing Nov. 14, with a large attendance inthe name again?”
A Hard Debt to Pay.
The "pure feud law" is deeirned by the
“Mr. Specknoodlel”
George fairly
“I owe a debt of gratitude that can
Government to protect the public from injuyelled.
never
bepaidoil,” writes G."8. Clark, of
rious Ingredient* in both foods and drugs. It
The old lady shook her head sadly.
Iowa, “for my rescue from
it beneficial both to the public and to the condeath,
by Dr. King’s New Discovery.
“I’m sorry George, but I’m afraid it’e
scientious manufacturer. Ely’s Cream Balm, a Both lungs were so
seriously affected
no use.
It sounds just like Specknoodle tuceeeaful
remedy for cold in the bead, nasal that death seemed imminent, when 1
to me.”
commenced
no infever,
New
etc.,
containing
catarrh,
taking
hay
Discovery. The
_
ominous dry, hacking cough quit before
jurious drugs, meets fully the requirements [1 the
first bottle was used, and two more
“Take your needle, my child, and work of the new law, and that fact is
prominently bottles
at your pattern: it will come out a rose by
made a complete cure.” Nothing
It contains nose of ;
on every package.
has ever equaled New
and by.” Life is like that—one stitch at a stated
;
Discovery for
which
are required by the
the
drugs
Injurious
time taken patiently, and the pattern will
colds and all throat and lung
coughs,
law to be mentioned on the label. Hence you complaints. Guaranteed
come out all
like
the
right,
embroidery.— 1
by E. G. Moore,
Oliver Wendell Holmes.
can use it safely.
druggist. 60c. and fl. Trial bottle free.

l things clear.”

Relating to social distinctions
is the following:

ance

in

a

town

Commencing Nov 25, 1907.
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BAR HARBOR. I 9 30
»•*
Train, leaving Ell.worth 7.11 * m
» m. H*P
in. and arriving Ell.worth 112)7
connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Slop on signal to conductor,
(»»!•
g Stops only to leave paa.engers
east of Washington Junction.
U*
will)
These trains connect at Bangor
I'M”
train, on Main Line, to and from
Boston and St John.
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earnestly

are

rejoowLj

tickets before entering the
Ellsworth to fan. .“I
Ell.worth.
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p »»
r.
F. E. BOOTHB5. G.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Fret, and Gen’l Manager_
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By Maude Swalm Evan*.

J

2 Copyrighted.

1907,
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by C. II. Sutcliffe. *
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"I want you to ride lu the bridal race
with me. Frieda." said Wilhelm Uoebe
as he stood ready to mount Black
Nance after having delivered his sister's wedding Invitation to Farmer Die

trich’s family.
“I can't," answered Frieda Dietrich,
with regret In her eyes and voice. "Fa
ther has promised Amll Myer that I
shall ride with him."
"You wouldn't do that. Frieda?”
pleaded Wilhelm. "I’ve never told you
so. but as long hack as I can remember
I’ve counted on your being my wife
some day. You won’t ride in the bridal
race with any other man, Frieda? Tell
that

me

you

won’t.” entreated Wil-

helm.
“I'd like to ride with you, Wilhelm,
but I can't. I must do as father says,"
and the tears welled to Frieda’s eyes
as she turned and went into the house.
Dejection and gloom took possession
of Wilhelm ns he rode away.
“I don’t bellege that Frieda really
“He
cares for Myer," he soliloquized.
must he at least ten years older than
she Is. but he’s got bis farm clear and
money In the hank, and of course that
talks with Dietrich. Myer’s got good
horses, and he stands a chance of winning the race with Nance out, and if
he does!” Wilhelm’s face looked dark
and threatening and then perturbed as
his thoughts flashed back to a winter’s
night when he, a half grown boy, sat
by the fireplace In Stein’s large kitchen
and with bulging eyes and open month
listened to old Granny Stein tell weird
stories of her fatherland. Just ns vividly as he did that night Wilhelm could
see the old woman’s face grow wltchUke and uncanny under the flickering
firelight as she told of a couple who.
after winning the bridal race, had disregarded the omen and had refused to
marry.
Love

ami

cuuugeu
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uuie.
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bitter was the new passion that they
traveled far away from their native
home In hope of never meeting again.
When a twelvemonth passed the "tire
man" gained possession of their souls,
and constantly and unceasingly he pursued them, bringing them nearer and
nearer together until he succeeded In
driving them close enough to encircle
with his lightning. At first there was
a great circle, but it grew smaller and
smaller until the man and woman met,
and then in a flash and a roar they
disappeared and were never seen
again. Wilhelm knew that If Frieda
entered the bridal race with Myer
she would be Irrevocably lost to him.
One morning shortly nfter Wilhelm
had carried the wedding Invitation he
was In the village.
When about to get
his horse for the homeward trip he l'e
membered that his mother wanted
some things from Funk’s grocery.
In
the store he found Dietrich and Myer.
Myer bad brought in some farm produce and was settling with Gus Funk,
the grocer’s boy.
”1 owe you a dollar ninety-seven, but
I can’t make It.” said Gus, looking into
the money drawer. "I have only one

ninety-five h) change.”
“That’s near enough. Slyer." Interrupted Dietrich; "take it and come on.”
“I don’t know," replied Myer.
“A
penny here and a penny there and a
dollar’s soon gone.
You put it down.
Gus, and pay me the next time." insisted Myer. following Dietrich out.
“There’s a stingy man for you.” re.marked Gus to Wilhelm.
”11' father
owes him au odd sum he’ll
always say,
‘Even it up, Fuuk; a few pennies don’t
count,’ and father will even it up."
“You don’t have mouey unless yon
watch it. Gus. my boy.” responded Wil-

helm.

meres

a

limit.

retorted

Gus.

"Myer Is an old miser. One time 1
picked up a few apples from under his
trees, and he came out and swore he’d
have me arrested. Henry Rubb came
along and paid for them, and then the
old coward said I ought to be punished anyway, and be gave me a kick
that made me sore for a week. I intend to get even with him for that kick
some

day.”

“I believe you’re just the fellow I'm
looking for. Gus.” Wilhelm declared,
aad he stayed In the store and talked
for nearly uu hour.
When he came
out he had a smile on his face and he
had regained his usual cheerfulness.
Each day until the wedding he curried
and brushed Nance until her coat
shone like velvet. Whenever he could
he took the church road to his home,
and when there was no one in sight
he urged his mare to her fastest speed
and guided her through ditches and
over all the rongh places that he could
And along the road.
“It’s no use pulling at my coat, old
girl,” declared Wilhelm as he brushed
Nance the morning of his sister’s wedding day. ‘'No, you can't have oats or
anything else until yon get back. I
know it seems mean, Nance, but you’ll
get all the more by and by. Here are
some pretty ribbons
Blue
for you.
means first prize.' Do you know that?
There, you are as pretty a mare as
•ver traveled these roads.
Now watch
me, old girl.
See—one. two, three—
lour measures of oats.
In they go.
No, don’t putt; you can’t have a bite
now.
They’ll be there when you get
back.
I’m going to hitch you to a
buggy and tie you In the yard until
I’m ready to start."
When Wilhelm arrived at the church,
he found nearly all of the hitching
places occupied. There were horses
aad vehicles of all sorts, and all were

ga.vly trimmed with plumes and ribbons and bunting
Myer's horse was
tied

to

the

post

nearest

the eburrh
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porch if the place wasn’t reserved for
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Mrs. Ella Walls, of Mt. Desert, Is visiting friends in town.

Dietrich." Wilhelm muttered as he
fastened Nance to the fence on the opGeorge Robbins has moved his family to
posite side of tile road. He entered Opechee for the winter.
the church a few minutes before the
Mrs. Abner Lunt, who has been ill for
bridal couple arrived.
some months, is failing.
After tlie last words of tlie ceremony
Miss Bernice Ashley is to clerk in the
were spoken
tlie little organ scut
forth a Joyous strain, and Fritz and poetofflce this winter. Miss Powers will
teach.
Ann walked down the aisle toward
Mr. Rawley, of Portland, and E. W.
the doer, Dietrich alone preceding
them.
He was to drive them home. Sherburne and friend, of Newport, were
All the other guests kept their seats guests at Lily Lake house Wednesday.
until tlie chiming of the chnreh bell
'Mrs. J. S. Powers’ buildings are looking
announced that the bridal party had fine in their new coat of paint. Capt. L.
started, for as deeply rooted as was W. Stewart and son George were the
the belief in tlie winner’s omen was painters.
the belief that misfortune would surely
Schools in this section were excused
follow the bride in ber married life Thursday
afternoon, Nov. 14, in order that
did any in tlie race pass her carriage teachers and
pupiis might attend the fuduring the run.
neral services of Vernon Kelley.
At the first clang of the bell there
Mrs. Mildred Carver was married to
was a general and hurried uprising.
Capt John Clancey, of Rockldnd, MonMyer and Wilhelm were the first out,
day evening, Nov. 11. The ceremony was
and as they stepped on the porch they
performed by Rev. N. F. Atwood, of West
saw Myer's horse flying down the road
Tremont. Friends extend congratulatoward his home with a broken bitchtions.
ing strap dangling from his bit. In
Officers of the junior C. E. society refrantic anger Myer jumped from the
are:
President, Gerporch and went yelling after the horse. cently organized
vice-president,' Jennie
"You're going the wroug way to win trude Carver;
Walls; secretary, Adelle Swazey; treasthe race.” culled some one after him.
Wilhelm hurried to where Nance was urer, Rev. J. A. Thoms. Meetings are
tied. "Oats,” he whispered in her ear. held Tuesday afternoons at 4.
Much sympathy is felt for James Kelley
He jumped in the buggy aud drove to
Frieda, who was standing with u group and wife, in the loss of their only
son
of girls awaiting tbelr escorts.
Vernon, ’who died Tuesday, Nov.
“Jump in Frieda," invited Wilhelm. 12, aged eleven years. The little fellow
had been ill about four months, and dur“Nance won’t stand."
Frieda glanced at her father in the ing that time strong hopes were enterdistance and theu at Myer's disappear- tained for his recovery, but Bright’s dising figure. Then she accepted the help ease developed, and the case was beyond
of Wilhelm's free hand aud sprang into medical skill. Vernon was a smart, active
the buggy.
In another second the little boy, a remarkably bright and amchurch bell rang for the start, and she bitious scholar. He was a great favorite
and Wilhelm were speeding, with a with his little mates, and will be missed
dozen other pairs, after the bridal cou- in the study room and on the playground.
Funeral services were held Thursday afple.
With ears high and visions of a full ternoon at West Tremont church, Rev. J.
feed box, Nance ran ns she had never A. Thoms, of Tremont Baptist church, ofJ
run before. Through ditches, over'ruts ficiating. Burial in West Tremont cemeand stones, inch by inch she gained on tery. Beautiful flowers covered the casthe other horses until at last she bad ket. The children attended to pay their
left them all behind. She entered her last tribute to their dear friend and schoolyard several minutes before the next mate.
Nov. 16.
N.
couple arrived.
Ann and Fritz had gone Info the
Mrs. W. D. Walls is quite ill with neuhouse and Dietrich was tying his
horses when he caught sight of Wil- ralgia.
Mrs. Mary Marshall is visiting her
helm and F'rieda.
daughter, Mrs. Viola Murphy.
1
were 10 noe
wuu
_

rnougur

you

Mrs. L. M. Lunt, Capt. Ashton E. Lunt
Myer!” he exclaimed.
"Myer is runniug the race with his and Capt. Charles P. Lunt and wife, of
horse,” laughed Wilhelm. “He went West Tremont, were in town Sunday.
the other way.”
W. J. Harper, Capt. E. C. Harper, Ro“It’ll have to stand now,” said Die- land Ashley, Capt. J. H. Rumill, and Capt.
hand.
“You
Wilhelm’s
trich. shaking
S. W. Webster have had telephones put in
don’t seem to be very sorry about it. their houses. The Island Telephone Co.
his
he
Puss,”
remarked, pinching
has about finished its work for this seadaughter's cheek as Wilhelm led her son.
In to get the bride’s first kiss.
After the last guest had left the
church Gus Funk crawled cautiously
out through a hole In the foundation of
the church.
“Gee, that wasn't much of a trick,”
he grinned, “to change Myer’s strap for
a broken one and to ‘shoo’ the horse
down the road. It’s a good thing that
Dietrich or the married pair didn't
look back.
I've got even with Myer
all right—more thau even. I really
think he owes me another kick, for this
morning's fun. with a good hitching
strap thrown in, is certainly worth
two.”

Prophesied the Phonograph.
An electrician of New York has a collection of prophecies anent the phonograph. It is interesting to note that
Emerson prophesied the phonograph's)
advent. He said:
“We make the sun paint our portraits now. By and by we shall organize the echoes as we now organize the
shadows.”
Maury, in 1S44, prophesied more
clearly thau Emerson, saying:
“What a pity it is that M. Daguerre,
instead of photography, had not invented a process of writing by merely
speaking through a trumpet at a piece
of paper. Instead of saying, ‘I wrote
you a letter last Monday,’ the phrase
would have been. ’I spoke you a
ream.’
Tom Hood prophesied in his Comic
Annual for 1839:
“In this century of inventions, when
a self acting drawing paper has been
discovered for copying invisible objects, who knows but that some future
Daguerre or Hersche! may find out
some sort of Boswellisb writing paper
to repeat whatever it hears?”
John Chinaman's Joke.
All around Chaotung lies abundance
of silver, copper, coai and iron, but
the Chinese have very primitive ways
of getting the minerals.
They admit
foreigners are the best at that kind of
thing, because they have the power of
seeing underground. Some years ago
two Japanese went to Chaotung exploring for sliver. The authorities wanted
to test their powers. They buried some
silver Ingots on the parade ground.
Then they took the Japanese a walk
that way. "Is there any sliver about
here?" they nsked.
"No,” said the
Japanese, “this Is not the kind of soil
Then the
In which silver is found.”
buried metal was produced from under their feet, amid the loud hilarity
of all Celestial officialdom, since which
time the Chaotungese have had a prodigious contempt for foreigners.

N.

Nov. 18.

moose

has been

Kellum shot

a

last week.

W. W. Jellison recently purchased
wood land near Tunk pond.

a

piece of

El we 11 Jellison
business.

was

at

Manset last week,

on

and wife, of McKinley,
recently visited Mr. Wilson’s sister, Mrs.
Zelma Johnston.
Leslie Wilson

Mrs. Bessie Tufts spent last week in
Trenton, with her sister, Mrs. George

Hopkins.
a

Clarendon Carter,of West Ellsworth,was
rcent guest of his brother, Augustus

CaRr.

Mrs. Annie Spratt, of Bar Harbor, recently visited- her parents, I. L. Crabtree
and wife.

Joseph Tufts and wife expect to leave
for Massachusetts to-day, where they will
the winter.

speyd

Smith,

who has

has gone to

Trenton.

Thaddeus

Tufts’,

been at Joseph

WaltemMoon and wife, who have employment in Bangor, are visiting relatives
in town.
^
School closed Friday, after a term of ten
w’eeks taught by Miss Audrey Hodgkins,
of Marlboro.
S. J. Johnston and wife pleasantly entertained a few' of tneir friends at their
home Wednesday evening.
A. B. Foss, Ora Jordan and Mrs. Julia
Johnston attended county grange at Winter Harbor last Thursday.
Beulah and Edw'ard True, who have
been spending their vacation at home,
returned to New York last week.
Pearl Gatcomb and wife spent last w’eek
w'ith friends at Steuben They expect to
leave Tuesday for Portland for a few’ days’
visit.
C.
Nov. 18.

_‘_

For W Spavin

Curb

Splint
-Sloa-iv’s
1/iivim.eivt

It

does not leave a scar or blemish.
An antiseptic remedy for thrush,

of December.

The Falls school closed Friday, after a
successful term taught
by Miss May
Young, of Hancock Point.

fistula and any abscess.
PRICE 25*. 50$ Z SJ.00

The Marlboro school closed Friday, afa pleasant term of ten weeks taught by
Miss Mabel A. Bennett, of Mt. Desert

SloortsTreattse on Horses. Cattle. Haas and Poultry*

ter

Sen! Free

Ferry.
Nov. 18.
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ELLSWORTH 31ARKETS.
Local

Dealers Making Usual Provisions for Thanksgiving.
The usual preparations are being made
for Thanksgiving in the Ellsworth market. There will be a good array of green
stuff, nuts, raisins, etc. Dealers have not
bought their turkeys, and cannot yet
quote prices, but there is every indication that turkeys will be high, perhaps
higher than last year, with native birds

extremely

rare.

There are few price changes to record
this week.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Produce.

Batter.

Creamery per ft.£5 388
Dairy.
25332
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.16318
Best dairy (new)...
18
Dutch (Imported).......9o
Keufchatel.06

b*k*.
Frosh laid, per doz...40
*
Poultry.
Chickens.18325

Fowl.15318
Hay.
Best loose, per ton.14316 ;
Baled.1(@18
»
Straw.
Loose.
Baled.

8311

15

Vegetables.
Turnips, tb
Fquash. tb
Beets, lb

A coupon—good for ioc box of Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment or ioc
with every bottle,
age of Sweet’s Headache Powders—wrapped

02
Oi
03
Sweet potatoes, lb0£S03

05
Parsnips, lb
03
Carrots,
C3
Cabbage, tb
Beans—per qt—
J5@20 Yellow-eye
10012
10
Pea,
2t@25

Caulillowtr,
Celery, bunch
Spinach, pk

Cranberries

qt,

Coflec—per 0
Rio,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per 0—

.450.65
.20 0 65
Oolong,
Sugar—:>er0—
Granulate J, 05* 306
Yellow, C
.05*
Powdered,
O801u
Molasses—per gal
.35
Havana,
.50
Porto Rico,
*60
Syrup,

Japan,

Beef, 0:
Steak,
Roasts,
Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

V

30
Fruit.
25650 Lemons doz
30385
25m 50 Pineapples,each 15025
10 a 12
Groceries.
Rice, per 0
.060.OS
.160.25 Vinegar, tral
20025
35 Cracked wheat,
.05
35 Oatmeal, per 0
.04

18

.05008

Veal:

Steak,
Roasts,

Lamb

Lamb,
Tongues, each

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

Sea trout, lb
Oysters, qt

friendship.
“Friendship, boys and girls." said lie,
“is a thing to lie cultivated and practiced by all of us.
Head and ponder
the stories of the great friendships of
sacred and profane history. Take them
for your models—David uud Jonathan,
Damon and Pythias and Scylla and
Charybdis.”--Harper’s Weekly.

■

The Ith/rersal

For Cuts, Burns, Etc.

You get nearly
as

Chop,
Ham, per 0
Shoulder,
Bacon,

15018

CALDWELL SWEET CO., Props.

10@ll
17325
10@i3

Sweet’s Headache Powders relieve headaches, big

lBw.25

8alt
Lard,

Had'
l?!a;17

12@18

Roasts,
Steak,

12220
15 a 25

house
admit

as

you

so

the

no

near-

for esti-

agent

Mfg. Co.,

Bangor, Maine.

F. B.

Aiken, Agent,

Ellsworth, Maine.
SIMFLIS
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KrllleJlll,

&anmnft.

Holauea, Olive Oil and Anodyne Care
the Worst Colds.

long

!

gramme for the entertainment will, be in
charge of Mrs. Helen Stevens.
Dr. Fred Stevens will be in town for
The children’^ club will meet with Mrs.
Stimson on Tuesday evening of this week.
R.
Nov. 18.

At this season of the year, when
cold on the lungs is so liable to de
velop into fatal pneumonia, it is wort!
while to know of a simple prescriptio:
that has been used successfully fo
years in curing colds and preventin/
Most of the ingredient
pneumonia.
are in every home or can be obtain©
at trifling cost.
Mix well together four tablespoons
ful of molasses or honey and one table
spoonful each of olive oil and Anodyne
At short intervals take a teaspoonfu
and also apply th
of the mixture
Anodyne externally on the throat an
chest.
Neuralgic Anodyne is a household
remedy that is invaluable in curing a]
aches and pains, not only of cold*
but neuralgia, headaches, rheumatism
toothache, bruises, sprains, cuts, etc
A large bottle costs but 25 cts., and i
sold evervwhere under a guarantee t
refund the money unless it gives satis
faction.
Made
by The Twitchel!
Champlin Co., Portland, Me.

Free

_

NORTH ORLAND.

Veterinary Book

Infallible guide. Makesevery man
his own horse doctor. Voutage So.

I
F

|I Tattle’s Elixir
splint,

Mark Hussey has Bold his farm to A. J.
Saunders, of Brewer.

Insures sound horses. Cures

m

r
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The friends of Mrs. Blanche Thompson,
of Holden, are glad to hear that she is

furnace

it

mates or write to

despise any humanity.

Lunette Hussey, who was called home
by the illness of her father, will remain
with him until he is better.

the

your

summer.

Ask

est Kineo

just

this

that

equal.

AND MEASUBES.

free from any divinity

tli is

coal

or

in

put

Users of

founds;

are

to

one

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
of carrots, KngPsh turnips, rye and
ndlan meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds: of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as ov agreement.

You

cents.

10

well is

equally

4o
15
25

150

WEIGHTS

little.

that burns wood

Wood—per cord
Coal—per Ion7 50
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 0006 50
3 0005 00
7 5)
Dry soft,
Stove,
7 50
Roundings per load
Egg,
7 50
1000125
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
6 5)
Buttings, hard
Flour, Grain aud Feed.
65
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 2506 51 Shorts—bag— 1 £001 55
150 Mixed feed, bar,
Corn,1000 bag
1 CO 01 65
Corn meal,bag
150 Middlings,bag 1100165
LAW BEGABDING

Bangor, Maine.
or

THE KINEO
OAK FURNACE

25
20

Roasts,
Moose, tb

Fresh Fish.
06 Scallops.
06 Suit Its, lb
12018 Clams, qt
14
50
Fuel.

Cracked corn,

—---

much again of this remedy, Lee’s Liniment,
you do of any other, for the same money—25 cents. At your
as

dealer’s.

18320
Sausage, lb
.1U0.15 Venison, lb
Steak,
10330
Chops,
65

,

pack*

Liniment

.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,0 02*
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
.650.70
12
Kerosene,

Meats and Provisions.
Pork, 0.

.150.30
.120.25
.060.10

-■

LEES

Thanksgiving with his mother.
Old Pals.
A member of the school board of
Cleveland was once addressing a class
when he touched upon the beauties of

or

is unsurpassed
penetrates and relieves pain very
quickly-needs very little rubbing and

Capt. Charles Havey has moved his family to Somesville.
George Fogg is having a house built,
and expects to have it finished by the last

SULLIVAN.

Harry Meynell and Fred Bridgham left
*
Friday lor positions in Boston.
Mrs. Lynam and Mrs. Cummings will
leave the coming week for the winter.
Mrs. Bridgham and son, Or. Bridgham,
left last week, and later others are going,
leaving the village vastly like a “deserted
village”.
The Sorosis will meet Friday evening of
this week, matrocized by Mrs. Eugene
Simpson and Mrs. Watson Joy. The pro-

~

WAUKEAG

Oranges,
Apples, pk

ill, is

ft.*

William Moore has purchased the Daniel
Grant house.

doz

MT. DESERT FERRY.

'.

The community was saddened by the
death of George Clair, of Santiago, on
Tuesday, Nov. 12. Mr. Clair had been
failing for some time, and was a great sufferer the last few weeks of his life. The
funeral was held at the church Thursday
at 1 o’clock.
The large attendance and
beautiful flowers showed ho a highly the
deceased was esteemed.
Besides the
widow, he leaves one son, Fred, a mother,
and a younger brother. Will, of Bourne,
Mass.
Nov. 18.
B.

_

Capt. jldward True, wjo
improving.
George Moon and Henry

fttmcitucnuiita.

recovering from her recent illness, which
the doctors pronounced hopeless. She ia
the daughter of Fred Gray and wife, of
this place.

curb, spavin, etc. tlOO reward
for failure where cure is possible.
rnnrs nun co..
I4S Oswsrty St., Oestea, Mess.
Reware of mil Slitters: they riv*
omJv temeOorarv relief, if art*.

for The America?

is wliat your money will
invested in shares of the

earn

if

Ellsworth Loan and Baildinj Ass’il
is

now

A NEW SERIES
Shares, SI each; monthly pay*
menu, 81 per share.

open.

WHY PAY RENT
when

you

can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
ana interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten years you
will
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of
O. W. Tapl.y, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldfr
*
A. W. King, President,
_

]
j

Pauper Notice
contracted with the City of
worth to support and
HAVING
for those wto
need assistance
the next
care

during
ftye mn
legal residents ol Ellsworth, I CSS
all persous trusting them on my unmt at
her e U plenty ol room and “^nnShiysh
oate tor them ai the City yarm house,
m. j. Dinoofr.
may
and

are

cocsn i.'jmip.

€t»e vfi.su/0rth American.
jk.

*

Kd ban u Vitrr*-* C- Tort ud wile
Een Bteebill Tbaraday In a M
archer » tide a grandmother. grens-grmndmtber aad a great-groai-graadiaiahcT.

A

1*

l ksv nii.mi.iL wenu
■rt-nim

m*T *'i>' i-j*t orrrs.•
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»*

thonatnd fiageriiag treat from
State hatcherue* were planted ia Eagle
A p£aat of
at*. Ser Hadrje. taet week.
«eoh» 3* *.»o to tie Made ia Long pood.
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Serea

irr r«*
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AGREEMENT AS TO fcOAD AND
BRIDGE CHANGES.

j

cm whj.

*

POiA

be

t'/tyrr rrniMBW w
M* * »w« Kiun.
W. H. T3TT*. kmvoar mourn.

W

Tne Manner Scbvcdjc.. which sat Sees
rnnaeag between Bar Harbor. eraatA
'p-.wJdtOcTO and Warier Sartor. ha* Seen
aasied off !oc la* winter. The Marjtrw

Till* week’* wlitto* of Tke
AMrk** i* 2JVoo copitam

|

nr kmk-

.‘1111:01 mu

HEu> n*.

*

Tbe BloiU city gosemwir htU **otaer meeting iagl Friday crewing fee tbe

| ecmesdeeaticB
1

of tbe agreement

with tbe

Bar Harbor A Csiaa E. re" Power Co.

a*

ths you un.

The petition toe pome* traaamiaskm Bah
am the* takes
nfL AMerxas Stapiea.
who at the last meeting mid he objected
to the Use pawing his boose ea the hrghway. said he had ao serines objeetwwa.
So: preferred it baUt somewhere eise if

|

pnshiMr
ft
sa

was

ushtmir

agreed by

the slder-

that if the power compear

we* un-

private right of way from
]
Infant street north to the Bangor read at
a aeiag aad* ready to go on tbe rente Sar J act cm
the rate of *5 for each poie. the city woold
Lb* winter.
grant the petition tor right to construe*
aad
it*
exeestSoe
swtboerrA,
-Aaat" Saiona* Seiler*, kw ia her SMth spprored
the iuh on the highway from infant street
feed the pole Sine petition ia still beld sp.
north. With this understanding the peyear, bat Seen adsoittea to mereberthip in J
Mayer Greefy. AUtrxies Scoan. Curt.,. tition was Said on the table.
beborea reip** chapter, D. A. B_ at
aad
Alexander
were
ax
tbe
present
Stapies
Aid. tfeapte* was appointed a committee
Daapeiio. Mare and tirowgb the *«s*ta
meet.ng. Jobs E. Graham, pewidest; J. of oat u inter-view Saad-ow sen to see
■jt the chapter ia bringing her case to the
if;
j
A. Leonard, chief engineer, and Hearitt ration of tbe proper oflScsal*. the bat
it is possible to obtain private right o!
M.
tbe
GULL
attorney, repeeats'ed
power
fceea preweaied by tbe government with a
way at the price named.
The board then took a recess to next
paid tpooa. raised at fSts. of wbirh the it company.
Tbe road aad bridge agreement was Its:
attiy proad. Ia addition to tbit recog* J taken
Wednesday evening.
for
diarnasssaTbe
sp
oolf ppic;
r.: iow. Aaat 3a Irene baa bear notified
-.~=

2.354

,&*er*g<! tor the jumt of lifts.

bctld m
LOCK

tar
«r Oaseadianaam re%m:-ed
5 irfoma at X1th iptnHS. d any eeklic
way aalHHf ia ps-itniki fc*. nod,
third and femtlb.
■H11 will ■

CITY MEETING.

to

bridge

and road

changes, and aiac to
tbe petition foe tbe power tat,-

able to obtain

__

iiim ii
a £*»*— »/«
uV twn '. •
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»s v*
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WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 28. lWT.

will be carted on owe of the
of tbe Continental ball
tow tnjdurg h Wathiagton. Hr*. SeUert*
lather. Capa. Edmond Sylvester, who died
a
IKS. aaw eerriee ia the Bevatation.
has her

naea*

aaroi* euiamnt

STATE OF MAINE.

iasae at tbe last meeting, it will be rewas sa to the am of two short
spaas from the Doyle bridge or osar long
spaa for the Share road alteration. Tbe
ia

J membered,
j

be

waa

only

aneea

>

matter
power

was

finally compromised by

the

3 1-3 p*c r*«L

UNION

oa

Sarfag* .Imuu.

TRUST

COMPANY,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

CHI KCH NOTES.
mtuux.

Bar. 8. W Bottom, pmotor.
Sunday, Nov. St— Horning service at
:02k Sermon by pastor. Ssndsy school
at 11-15.

company agreeing to aae one short
span, which will give saScient Tent tor
a
-urnn.
water, sad do sway with the necesaity tor
> middle span, thoegh requiring a longer
Be*. P. A. A. Billow, pwsfor.
Is is encouraging that the csaal signs 811 si each ead.
Sunday. Nor. 24—Morning service at
30. at bo • ould winter.
According to owe * Tbe agreement waa then read ia foil, 1320. Sunday school st 1145. Christian
not
bare
r«stkr**tt« editor muskrats
tsd Mayor Greely aad Alderman Cents Endeavor meeting st 7.
Evening service
mn begun to build their winter quarters.
were anthorixad to ezee-ttte it ia behalf of
at 723.
1
>scks base been slow in migrating. Deer the city. The agreement ia fall follows:
Bible study and prayer service at 720
are their thin fall suits on; tbe bearer ;
evening.
Friday
aave not begun cutting their winter wood
Between eke Bar Harbor ± Union Hirer Pane*
BOMAS CATHOLIC
Co. and the CUg of HU wort*., relating to
■apply: the owls hare not yet withdrawn
Bet. J. D. O'Brie*, pastor.
jo tbe forest depths; tbe song-birds hare
erMjft:
Sunday. Nor. 24— Low mess and ter !
set all sailed southward; toadstools hare
Whereas, The major and aldermen at said
nos at 1023.
Sunday school after mast.
sitj at EUs worth. at % meeting at nid board
few or no wrinkles; corn busks are not
The ku>.i far thsaiseirts* is si ssad. ssd
held September ». UK. :a view of probable
hick; the 'possum has only one curl in
Ret. R. B. Mathew*, pastor.
«he himart sod expenemxe at soother jesr j
advantage* to accrue to the inhabitants of
1
lia tail this fall; tbe wild geese are still
fcaid city by reason of the consolidation and
Sunday. Nor. 34— Morning service at
seats prraewt Ifeemseises for eoastdermtios
on northern lakes: juck-rabM^oGraing
h7 s thoatStfs: sad diseristiaMiB* people.
MTtioponst oj the Bax Harbor dt Union 10-30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
j
Mls hare not yet begun to drum cm belSec men •«* period of tisse css Juris* the
hirer Power Co. at a large portion of the at 11.45. Evening service at 7-30.
ow logs; there is no thick down under
miiaca of prosperity sad Sspptaeee to
water power at Union river at or aear the
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7 JO. \
the eosaasaity. sad ft is veil to meure:
be chicken's feathers, nor any
bony centre of said city, nee*-saitating the flowing
MXTH ODIST tFlSOOPlL.
that sdrerstty so ifM thss ncoess is s forte
growth on her feet; black cats bare no >at or flooding of a small portion of the pubRet. V. F. Sendee, pastor.
that deeelopt the peerers sad opportasftiee
lic ways of said city, apon proper petition
rhsSe* under their eyes; the gooseberry is
Sunday, Nov. 34— Morning service at j
<d the iodiridesJ sad W* Mate.
air and unspotted.
And there you hare usd hearing.
The ettiseas of Maine sre pro ad of their
Voted, That public convenience and travel 10-30. Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
1 be symptoms of an open winter.
State, tsdastrians tad toshdeat. sad for the j
repaired certain alteration* in certain of said league at 2J0. Evening service at 7-30.
asaf retards sad slessisss that hare ’rra,
prublie ways, the discontinuance ia part* of
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7 JO.
thsskwaehssfed these they sre meraSy
.me of *aid way*, and the laying oat of cerA North Or land ctC!*spond«d writes:
ryxos oojro’t, ellswobth falls.
*sL
ais new public way*.
*1 wonder if grumbling t* a chronic habit,
Per. J. 2). Prigmore. paster.
Sow, theretore. i, Wiiiiaa* 1. Cosb. Got- ;
Now.
this
therefore,
agreement by and bejast spring. men. and 2 am afraid women
Sunday, Nov. 34— Morning service at
eraor of the state of liaise, do here by apprist
tween the said Bar Harbor & Uariia River
j oo. could be seen in pairs and groups and Power Co10JO. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school ]
par^of the first part, and the mid at 11.45.
Thursday. November Twenty-eighth Towdi on the corners, in the postoAee, rity of Ellsworth,
Evening service at 7.
party of the second part,
nr where they could get
something to sitnesaeth as follows:
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
Instant,
ean against. diacaMing the weather.
Did
©aid power company, ia consideration of !
rou ever see such a
backward spring? ;he premise*, hereby agree*
Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
ras the first
First, to pay to the said city of Ellsworth
question you would be
Although Thursday of next week will
sad-Mk xl] oor poopfce|U> auaifcat their gratt;ae sum of 914KA. sad to provide the acceswith
from
one.
could
greeted
every
They
be Thanksgiving Day, the festivities at
tad* by aach an ur»e*t ofeMrrraac* of thi*
sary additional land where needed, free of
jot or would not remember that promise
Keith’s will begin on Monday^ Brans by
aad tiiEt'ho«ired cakfi« a* «i!i
my claims against said city for land damages,
has
stood
the
test
hat
thousands
of
rears
<sbeer tfe* bfeart* of the aafortafixl* and
vaudeville performer, will again
or the const ruction or alteration voted in i Williams,
be KQtpttble bo the Oo4 from whom oar 1 bat we skill hare a seed time and a harShore road, so-called, on the east side of head the programme. He will present a
bontetietf fail.
*eit time. As !t is we hare sown oar seed
L*aion river from a point 500 feet southerly new series of his character types from
’Oh'ra >t the Executive Clumber at A ague!*,
ind harvested our crops, and no one can,
rom the house of Henry Jordan to a point in
Dickens.
this tweiftfc day of Soretaber, is the
rith decency, grumble about its being a mid Shore road opposite the house of E. P.
One of the big bits last season was
your of our Lord om tboa**ad aioe hua- | wckward fall. And
>rindle:
and
to
true
the
to their
provide
now,
necessary land, George Ade n sketch, “Mrs. Peckham’s
dr«4 aad *e*en. asd rif the Xcdepeadeace of
'ret- from any claims against said city for land
ratcre. they are atili grumbling because
Carouse,” by May Irwin. This season it is
the United
of America the om boaia mages, for tha construction of a new
here is no threshing machine around. So
road, in the hand* of Flo Irwin and company,
dred asd tbirty-*ecood.
three rods wide, from a point near the old
WILLIAM T. COBB.
| chat is it, tbe elements or tbe people [Vtsnt mill boarding house, on the westerly and both sketch and pis vers have been
By the Governor, with the advice and corniest ! bat are slow to get around in time?”
tide of said river northerly, following as near highly complimented.
A. I- Biowar,
of the Council.
Stuart Barnes, with songs and “smart'’
ss may he the westerly flow line of the mill
Secretary of Mtate.
£ arrest: on omcc.
pond to be created by the new power dam sayings; the Majestic Musical Four, Clayjust erected at said Ellsworth, to a point on ton Kennedy, pianologist, comedian and
There are now forty-six stars in the
the road formerly leading across said river
dancer; Mattie Rooney, soubrette. in a
f ..f;*h on
River.
below the Hall upper dam, 5.vn. .- eight rods
Herrin?
Bagadoct
American Bag. The new state which
lively skit, and 11a Grannan, comedienne,
of
the
Feraald
Nor.
so
called.
IS.
L907.
house,
westerly
HasBOBSIDK,
the added star represents is Oklawill have place* on the list.
.Second, to pay to said city of Ellsworth the
To the C*liior •,{ The American:
homa, and is mad- op of Oklahoma
Eompe will formsh two “sight sets” in
There boa .stun & large catch of herring sam of 9o'j3 for reimbursing said city f; a 1
and Indian territories Tee new state
land damages paid or to oe paid for the loca- the Picchiani troupe of tumblers, and
an the Bagaduce riser this fall, thousands
tion and construction of the new Maria rille Lina Marrder, “The Golden Amazon”,
has an area of hbout 70,430 square of bushels
being caught daily, and at road, so called, as located and built, from its whose
equestrian act is out of the ordimiles, or in other words, is larg, r by lisa.-s n*» re than thirty sail from various
southerly terminal point near the junction nary.
some 4,000 square miles than all the parts of the coast of Maine hare been of the so-called
Boggy' Brook road with the
The Rinaldos, hoopologists: Robertson
Its there waiting for a load.
New England states combined.
Bengor road, to its northern terminal point and
Fonchette, in song* and dances;
lot
me
Mcriaville
roud
lo
on the
on the west side of
result oi
icinjting person,
estimated
population is 1,500,000.
Ellen Richards, wire performer; L. A.
river
abont
feet
Union
of
2,000
Brimin
such a small place
westerly
Oklahoma is the first state admitted such slaughter
Street, juggler, and the kinetograph will |
( a bout one mile wide and a few miles long, mer's bridge, so called.
to the Union since Utah came in on
complete the show.
to pay the sum of f!,150 in full for
Third,
^
can have but one result—the exterminaAn extra performance will be gPven
cost and expense of replacing the oid wooden
January 4, 1096.
tion of the herring at that place. It is a
Infant street bridge, so calied, with steel or Thanksgiving from 10 a. m. until 1 p. m.,
canons fact that herring annually return
iron bridge, which was former'y part of the
particularly for the children. All of the
The admirable address with which to the
place where they were hatched, and Doyle bridge, so called, across said river be- big sets will take
part, assisted by the full
the
Root
conopened
peaee
Secretary
on the
Bagaduce the school has been low said Hall upper mill, and putting said orchestra.
ference of the Central American re- growing larger each year; also, the cod, Infant street orldge in condition for public
Tickets for all the Thanksgiving Day
same now is.
performances will be on sale on and after
publics is receiving commendation on haddock and hake have made their ap- travel, as the
Fourth, to provide the necessary additional Thursday, the 21st.
all sides. Mr- Root again emphasized pearance in increasing numbers as their
.and when needed, free from any claims
the necessity of the policy which he food, the herring, increased. This year against said city for land damages, and to
God’s method of bailding ap the divine
saw the best fishing in Penobscot
bay construct with al! reasonable
regards as the keystone of interna- since the destruction
dispatch, at the in men U the method of training them
of the porgy or mensola expense of said party of the first part, and
them. He takegh&tock in
tional agreements.
He insists that
haden about forty years ago. Daring the the alteration, voted at said meeting sept. 35, them.helping
He says there is more in men than
“the mere declaration of general
70's and '80’s, there was absolutely no 1505. in said rihore road under paragraph four appears on the oatside, or has ever apprinciples, the mere agreement upon deep-sea fishing in Penobscot bay, as the of the report uf the mayor and aldermen of peared anywhere. When He treats them
lines of policy and conduct, are of food had been destroyed in these waters. said city of said data, to wit: From a point In as if they were divine, they themselves
begin to act divinely. His is’the ministry
little valae unless there be definite
Good fishing means mnch to the people j said Shore road opposite north line cf Mrs. of confidence.—N.
McGee Waters.
to a point in said Shore road 150 feet
and practical methods provided
along the coast, as well as low prices to Day,
of the diiveway leading to the elecnortherly
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
which the responsibility to keep the consumers, while extermination means s tric light station, such construction under
country than all other diseases put together,
serious loss to all. It is useless to argne toU
paragruph fourth to be a» fuiiows: One and until the last few years was supposed to
agreement may be fixed upon some
that the herring are a very prolific fish thirty-foaj-foot span formerly in use as a be incurable. For a great many years doctors
definite person, and the public sentiit a local disease and prescribed
pronounced
and can stand such inroads, if such tipart of said Doyle bridge is to be placed, out
local remedies, and by constantly failing to
ment of Central America be brought
the case, why are vessels here from places of reach of any probable flood, in or near the cure with local treatment, pronounced it in- 1
curable. Science has
catarrh to be a ;
to bear to prevent its violation”. This w%ere
formerly herring were in great middle of said newly-constructed alteration, constitutional disease proven
and therefore requires
upon two substantial abutments* which abut- constitutional
treatment.
Argument, it is maintained, is sound, numbers, as at East port and Du bee?
Hall's
Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney A Co.,
ments are to be of suitable timber cribbing
and is especially applicable to the
Perhaps it would not be out of place to with rock
Toledo, O., is the only constitutional cure on
to an elevation of not less
filling
the market. It is taken internally in doses
conditions which obtain in Central cite ur lobster fishery. In spite of re- than one foot below the crest of the new
power from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts
America, where, as Secretary Root so pouj to the contrary, the lobster catches j dam below, and the remaining portion of said directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
the
They offer one hundred dollar*
.ably set* forth,* only the selfish ambi- trt i early growing less, and unless some abutments to be of rock and stone, properly for system.
it fails
to cure. Send for
any case
more restrictive measures are adopted, the
faced on three exposed sides for the purpose, circulars and testimonials.
tions of individuals prevent these
lobster will be as extinct as the dodo. or of concrete work, the portions of said new- Address: F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
people from living together in har- Even now, the lobster is out of the reach ly-constructed alteration between the shore
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
ends of said abutments and the shore at either
mony, and where is found every tie of it the
poor.
end of said alteration, to be filled solidly to a
sentiment, relationship, religion and
Thirty or forty years ago the mackerel
Sat Sait.
above reach of any probable flood, with
aspiration to weld these republic to- risited our shores every summer in im- point
^
-\/v
rock and earth filling, properly constructed to
at present out of
mense
city, has
furnishing
employment
gether. _________
quantities,
prevent wash, and railed where necessary for
diandsome large set (dark Russian bear).
and food for thousands of people; now public safety. A suitably smooth and rea- Will take $11. Good as new this
year. M.
STONINGTO N.
hey have entirely disappeared, and are sonably hard roadway, not macadamized, to care The American.
rich.
be
VANE
[ood
for
the
finished
on
the
of
said
took
Sat'VKT’EATHER
Another
of
with
those
home
the
A pretty
only
top
filling,
wedding
place
weather vanes—horse—for tale at The
?T
The greed of man, through the agency rock portion at least sixteen feet in width, American
urday evening at 8 o’clock, when San
office. Will be sold cheap. Call or
and the whole between the terminals above write.
Arvilla, eldest daughter of John Nutt >f the seine, is responsible for this, and it
recited, when completed, to form a roadway
UMBER—A limited quantity of lumber—
and wife, wss married to Balph, son of a interesting to note that the large firms
or paaaage for public travel suited for the re-i Joiet, planed spruce and pine boards, i
William Harrington and wife, of Thom- who sent out the seiners not only ruined
at reasonable prices.
eie..
of
M. C. Austin, ;
travel
in
quirements
ordinary highway
;he fishery, but every one of them has said
Cuniculocus Park Mills, Egypt. Me.
as ton, in a suite of rooms all furnished
city of Ellsworth.
bride
and made reedy for their home. The
A
BARGAIN
[one bankrupt.
Horses, cow, sleds,
And the said city of Ellsworth, party of the
wagons, etc., belonging to the estate of
Yean ago the porgy was a large source second part, hereby agrees:
haa been a popular operator in the telethe late D. H. Eppes. Apply to Hsnby a.
the
to
furnish
and
revenue
to
the
First,
contribute, free of ex- Epfes, adm’r, Ellsworth.
people along
coast,
phone office here. Both bride and groom it
ind at times the bays and inlets were pense, the portions of the so-called Doyle
have a large circle of friends. The presherein
above
mentioned as used in
bridge
As
then
fish.
were
a
they
ents were many and beautiful. The cere- ■warming with
Jfylp ISsntA.
said newly-constructed Infant street bridge,
mony was performed by Hev. J. P. Sim- fish food, cod, haddock and hake were
or to be used In the construction of the
onton in the presence of a roomful of
WANTED
Opportunity for bright
in
a
tew
the
steam
iIso plentiful, but
years
alteration in said Shore road recited in paraboy to learn printing trade. Apply at
guest*. Harold Morey was best man, and
Miners ruthlessly destroyed this excellent
The Amebican office.
Mias Ethel Thurlow was bridesmaid.
that
said
four,
however,
graph
provided,
city
Spec.
fish, and thousands of people found their shall be at no farther expense in moving any /S IBL—Opportunity for bright girl to learn
Nov. 19.
Or type-setting. Apply at The Ellhwobth
xwupation gone.
portion of said Doyle bridge for this purpose. American
office.
BLUEHILL.
the
Our government is trying to
Second, to permit said party of the first part
Man to iesrn the department store
There will be a supper and sale of Chris- fishermen by the lobster and cod hatch- to take and use for any purpose under this
business. Salary St per week.
Apply
maa articles at the Baptist chapel Thursthe fishermen must do a good agreement, without charge, any of the rock to Howard Walker at C. L. Morang’s, Ellsiries,
yet
and stone filling from the piers of the said worth. Me.
day afternoon and evening, Nov. 21.
part of this good work themselves. With old
Doyle bridge, or any rock, earth or gravel
■rise legislation and enforcement, there
to said city in the vicinity of said
Ulanteto.
Money deposited in the Hancock County ■rill be fish for all ages, and let ns hope belonging
and construction embraced under
alteration
Saving Bank on or before December 1, will ,hat man’s batter nature will
FIR TWIGS-Farmers and chiland
prevail
fourth
above.
paragraph
draw Interest from that date, and all money
dren make money cutting balsam flr
these good gifts of God to
Third, to pass all proper votes, if any nec- twig*. Write at once for particulars. Pins
sodeopoeited ia free Irom municipal taxation. kelp preserve
G.
to perfect the location, laying out, Pillow Co., Wood Building, New York City.
men.
essary,
Wdvf.
yean of age
bet that memorable conflict broke owt.

hoogb

2 1-2 per cent Merest pai4 on accounts
subject to check of $500 or acre.

WEDDING SEASON!
i
18 UPON

READY.

US AND

WE ARE

CALL AND SEE OUR

■

& PROCLAMATION.

j

STERLING SILVER.

j

We havfe

j

EVERYTHING

I
|

|

SPECIAL SALE ON WATCHES.

1

THANKSGIVING

line of the latest Jewelry, and
patrons will appreciate it.

a full
our

hope

we

j

!'

!

CHINA, CUT CLASS,

g

NEW.

I

E. F. ROBINSON.

i

j

DAY.

J

MOORE’S STORE

j
j
j

is the

<

FURS—Lady

—

1

—

AT

BOY

_

—

buy

What need of going to Bangor to boy when you
can bay at home for less money?
Ton will find
as

good

assortment at my store as in any

an

store in Maine, and sold at a very small

Call and

price
As

an

will

see

please

you.

inducement

to

will

buy

your coats of

give £1.00 Discount

coat for the next

n

each

me,

I

lady's

three weeks.

A. E.
Oor.

profit
Quality, style and

for yourselves.

MOORE,

Main and Franklin Sts.,

Ell I»worth.
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Spctial XotuiSi

Eigal Notices.
subscriber hereby gives notice thit
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
EBENEZER M. STAPLES and ELIZABETH
STAPLES, late of SWAN’S ISLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the laws directs. All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately
Alexander J. Staples.
Atlantic, Me., Nov. 12, 1907.

Bar Harbor and Union River Power THE
THECompany hereby
gives public notice that
November 12, A. D.
it
1907,
upon Tuesday,
filed in the Registry of Deeds for the County
of Hancock. State of Maine, plan of location
and lands showing property taken under and
by virtue of a special act of the legislature of

the State of Maine, approved March 28, A- D.
1903, authorizing said Bar Harbor and Union
River Power Company to succeed to and to
rights, franchises, easements,
enjoy all the
privileges and immunities theretolore and
thereafter acquired b\ or granted to the Ellssubscriber hereby gives nonce that
worth Water Compauy, and to have all tbe
he has been duly appointed adminpoweis and privileges aod be subject to aii
the duties, restrictions end liabilities by law istrator of th* estate of
incident o such corporations; and acting un- THOMAS MURPHY, late Of BUCKSPOBT.
der and by virtue of said special act. and by in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Tirtue of ail other powers it thereto enaolicg,
given bonds as the law directs- All persons
and iu pursuance of a vote of the directors of having demands against the estate of said desaid Bar Harbor and Union Biver Power ceased are desired to present the same for
reCompany parsed November 11, A. D. 1907. at settlement, and all indebted thereto are
a meeting of said diieciors duly held at Banquested to make payment immediate!
Coxaby.
C.
Wiley
Penobscot
gor.
county, said .-Ute of Maine,
said property taken <s to be h*. Id as for public
Backsport, Nov.
uses »or all tbe purposes of said Bar Haroor
subscriber hereor gives notice that
an.: Union River Power Company ar.d said
she has been duly appointed admmi**
EiUwortli Water company, ana especially for
_a
excavating in and through and tor laying and tratrix of the estate of
late of BROOKSmaintaining aqueducts, pipes, hydrants, and CHESTER A. PERKINS,
VILLE,
J
other necessary structures and fixtures iu.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, ana
over ami through the
following described given bonds
All P*rs0?f
as the law directs.
property so taken situated in Ellsworth afore- having demands against the estate of saia
A strip of land two rods wide
said, to wit:
deceased are desired to present the same for
at
across
its
center
measuring
right angles
are re
line of locution, said center line of location settlement, and all indebted thereto
immediately.
being particularly descrii el as follows, to quested to make paymentAlice B. PiRSisswit:
at
a
in
tbe center of
Beginning
point
Brooksville, Nov. 12, 1967.
shore roan, so called, near the driveway leading to the pumpiog station formerly of said
Ellsworth Water Company and opposite the
Notices.
hydrant of said Ellsworth Water Company
pipe line running from said pumping statiou
CARD OF THANKS,
of said Water Company easterly to its standpipe; thence north 65 degrees 20 minutes east i TTTE wish to express sincere thants -h»
seven hundred
our kind neighbors end Iriend,
twenty-seven feet; thence
t
north 78 degrees 20 minutes east one hundred assisted os in our late bereavetnen., ana
thirty-two feet; thence north 86 degrees 50 those who brought beautiful flowers.
minutes east sixty-six feet; thence south 87
Rose L. Asses.
Mildbed D. Moore.
degrees 17 minutes east about four hundred
Foster T. Ambs and wife
thirty-three feet to the northwest line of laud
now or formerly of Frank B. Fernaid. all acGladys A. Ambs.
Hazbl F. Ambs.
cording to the map accompaning said deFrank J. Amks.
scription and made a part thereof, the
owner of said
Nov. 21.1907.
Leach’s
Point.
__herein
particularly
property
described as taken for public purposes, being
OF
THB
NCLLIt'ICATION
Charles M. Wltham, of said Ellsworth, or unOP
ST AT DTK OP THK STATE
known.
w»s burning end shooting
Dated this thirteenth day of November.
0» *
on Sunday in Cnnlcnious Park.
A. D. 1967.
me
1907. The State of Mnine most utdemaUy
Bar Harbor & Uxioas Rivbr Power Co..
e. .ten
in the .am of *3,000 and *7,000. 1.
By John A. Graham, President. thonaand dollar*) for nullification of Sornlay
•■cioae time" l»w. A like amount
of
paid to me for each and •▼•ry ▼*°lKt*on
and the tea
Decalogue by the State of Maine
A
of
state
eral government of the United
ica
Maby Cathabiwb Farrs Austin^
_

THE

12.19QT._

THE

Special

Wj«■

VV

“J1'*

THEBE

<3tf>crtt*cmfntSo

TAKE NOTICE.
do
beaides Maine laws for
or thirteen

WANTED!

penalty
time is from *2.000 to *5.000
THE
months in state prison: Sunday*.

YOUNG

BALSAM

to

Ladies', Misses' and Children's Coats.

\

hjf

place

J

or fifteen months’ imprisonment,
cum
each and every casu of trespass in
ens park from this date.
af.rtin.
alsti«»
Fbkts
C.
Maby

*7,000

Every lady in Ellsworth

and

vicinity

to send

their OLD

WORN OUT CARPETS to the Bangor Rug Agency, and have them made into the
most beautiful RUGS for any room in the home.
circulars and shipping tags
to,A. L.
Boubnz, ioi Central St., Bangor, Maine.
bend for

Aug. 21,1907._-——
SPECIAL NOTICEnot trespoa* in Cnnlcnlocus
demand protection to life and P
theSt*<* 0'j
t tha county of Hancock.
Maine. «d the

SO

P»£

Uuited^tatc.

tive that he has aeen him in
Bangor
within a few weeks, and that he is now in
some of the
logging camps up river.
FRED BUNKER’S FATHER THINKS
Tuesday of last week Mr. Bunker, father
of the dead
SON MET FOUL PLAY.
man, ascertained that on the
morning after the death of her son, a man
ELECTRIC RAILROAD IN from North Brewer, whose name he has
bun OVER ON
not yet learned, told the motorman of the
VEAZIE SEPT. 2—SUSPICIOUS CIRcar on the night
before, that a man named
CUMSTANCES.
Frank Webb and a companion had seen a
between three men at the Foyer
Although a coroner decided that Fred fight
place, and heard loud cries, and that one
jj Bunker, ot West Sullivan, was acciof the men was severely used.
dentally killed by a car on Bangor, Orono
PARRENT ARRESTED.
& Oldtown railway on the night of last
Last Wednesday afternoon Frank ParLabor day, the young man’s father, Oakhis
son
believes
was
killed
man Bunker,
rent, of Bangor, the man referred to as
in a light at or' near the road house of “Frenchie”, was arrested. Parrent, it is
Mrs. Harriet Foyer in Veazie, and his body said, admits that he ejected Bunker from
the Foyer house, and had a series of fights
afterwards placed on the railroad track.
On Sept. 4 last, Banker, who was about w’ith him out doors, finally pelting him
twenty-seven years of age, and two yonng with stones and thus driving him away.
men, Charles Havey and Wallace Springer, Parrent,
to
Knaide

WAS IT MURDER?

haa

Up to this point it is easy to trace the
movements of the trio. Beyond that there
is a mass of conflicting statements. The
inmates of the Foyer place tell one story,
Springer and Havey another, bat all agree
on one point—that there 4hs trouble at
the roadhouse.
The electrio car doe in Bangor at 8
o’clock from Old Town, reported by telephone that it had struck and killed a man
about three-quarters of a mile from the
roadhouse.
Coroner Finnigan went to the scene and
secured the statement of the motorman,
decided that death was accidental and
that an inquest was unnecessary. The remains were taken to Sullivan and interred.
STORIES.

The story of the motcrman, which led
Coroner Finnegan to decide that an inquest was unnecessary, was that he saw
the man when bat a short distance away,
and that apparently the man was dragging himself onto the track, using his
hands, which had hold of the rails, to do
it with.
The motormsn now says he was not
sure he saw the man’s bands move, and
could not swear but what the body lay
He
across the track when he first saw it.
also said that all he saw before the car
struck the man was a shadow, which he
thought was that of a dog.
Havey and Springer say they all went
up to the Foyer house, that there were
some words and that along
about half
past six they sat down to supper. That
suddenly Bunker struck at Springer, who
dodged, and jumped up and ran out of
doors. Bunker followed, striking at him
several times. Bunxer then went back
and sat down and went out again and
Havey followed, two other men following them, one known as Frenchie, the
other Oscar Prouty.
Havey says that they went a short distance and were called back to the house.
Springer was then in the house, and
Frenchie came back very soon. Prouty
did not return for the night.
Havey said
that they stayed there for a while, and
that a man came in during the evening
and said someone had been killed by the
electric car. Springer got Mrs. Foyer to
telephone to Bangor to find out who was
killed, tearing that it might be Bunker.
They could get no information.
Springer and Havey left the house at
7.30 the next morning, came to Bangor,
and took 10 o’clock train for home. On
the train they bought a paper and there
learned that Bunker had been killed.
Mrs. Foyer says the three men came to
her place that night about 6 o’clock. All
had been drinking, and the three were
quarreling. She would not let Bunker in.
Bunker and his two friends had more
trouble and Bunker went off down the
road toward the highway, the two friends
following him, and later they came back
and brought his hat. She
asked them
where he was, and they told her that he
had laid down in the bushes to sleep. She
says that she remarked that he might get
onto the railroad track and be run over.
The two men stayed there all night,
leaving early the next morning, before 5
o’clock. She says that before they left she
received her morning paper, read1 the account of Bunker’s death, and notified the
two. She says that they did not eat supper there, and that none of them came
intothe bouse until after Bunker had disappeared.
The man known as Frenchie is still
there, but Oscar Prouty, who is about
eighteen years of age, went away a few
hays after the death of Bunker. Mrs.
Foyer thinks he went to Seattle, Wash.,
but Inspector Knaide, of Bangor, is posi-

The Best People In Ellsworth, Says G.
A. Parcher. Guaranteed in Catarrhal Troubles.

No other remedy or treatment for
catarrh has ever been as popular or
wade so many remarkable cures in
as

Hyomei.

The best people attest its curative
virtues, says G. A. Parcher, who is the
weal agent. The fair way ip which
Hyomei was sold, to refund the money
unless it gave satisfaction, was the
best proof when it was introduced
that it possessed unusual curative
powers. G. A. Parcher took all the
risk of the treatment giving satisfaction, and left it to the purchasers to
be the judge.

Later,

when

Hyomei
by our

was

Mrs. Clara Murphy, of Sound, visited
Mrs. Ina Higgins last week.

used and

Physicians and

wives

tee

other payee

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

LET ME FURNISH THE

SPCRLING-OBER.
A

pretty wedding took place at Northeast Harbor Wednesday evening, when
Miss Ina Spurting and Dr. Frank Ober
were married by Rev.
Stephen H. Green, of
Bar Harbor. The ceremony took place in
the chapel of St. Mary’s-by-the-Sea,
w hich was decorated
prettily with evergreen and pinks. Miss Carrie Sparling
was maid of
honor, and Francis Spurting
was
best man. Robert Dauphinee and
Doane Candage were ushers.
The bride received a great number of
valuable and useful gifts. Mrs. Ober is
well known and much liked here, having
taught the primary school several terms.
She has also been connected with the
summer library for several seasons.
Dr. Ober graduated from Tufts medical
Bchool in the class of 1906, and daring the
year following his graduation he practiced
medicine and surgery in the Carney hospital, Boston. He has since built up a
practice at Northeast Harbor. Dr. and
Mrs. Ober will reside in their new house
at Harborside, where the doctor will have
his office.
Nov. 18.
Spec.

himself from lumber cut
Nov.

on

his

own

farm.

18._X. Y. Z.
WEST BROOKLIN.

Richard Ober is at home from Baker’s

winter.

Roy Eaton, of West Tremont, is board>
ing with Frank Bridges.
James hogg has gone to board with
Alonzo Carter at Naskeag.
Work on the hearse house is progressing
Frank Spear, who has been employed on
finely under the management of Charles the steamer Pemaquid the past treason, is
Lennie Stanley, who has been teaching
school in ^Trenton, is at home for the vacation.

Peaver.

at

The remains of William H. Ayles, w ho
died at Bar Harbor last Friday, were
brought here for interment Sunday.
Nov. 18.
H.
—..

«

TRENTON.
Linwood Hodgkins, of Orrington,
visitor with his parents.

was a

week-end

A party of gentlemen lunched at the
Stafford farm Wednesday on their way up
river for a hunting trip.

J
|

Josiah Smith and wife have returned
Boston, where they have been visiting their daughter, Mrs. Melvin McFarland.

home.

Miss .Lutie Bridges, who has been at
home a few weeks, has returned to Brockton, Mass.
School closed in this precinct Friday,
after a successful term taught by Miss
Grace Ramsdell, of Harrington.
B. and Cheston Bridges, who have
the weir business on Long island,
have arrived home with their families.
B.
Nov. 17.
L.

been in

_

EDEN.

Higgins had a severe ill turn the
first of the week, and still remains poorly.
Clarence Alley has a good school record,
Mrs. E. P. Somes, of Northeast Harbor, not having missed but one-half day of
who has been visiting her daughters, Mrs. school in two years.
W. D. Leland and Mrs. E. T. Leland,
George Rinaldo, who has been quite ill
returned home Sunday.
and went to Bar Harbor for treatment, is
May.
Nov. 19.
not yet able to return home.
George Richards and Edward Cousins
harvested eighty bushels of handsome
INDIAN POINT.
Green Mountain potatoes from two and
S. H. Leland is having his house painted.
from

Charles Ahlblad is doing the w'ork.
The teacher, Miss M. E. Humphrey,
spent the week-end w’ith J. L. Fogg and
wife at Town Hill.
Miss L. H. Pray, who has been visityig
sister, Mrs. C. H. Saw'yer, at Seal Cove,
has returned home.
her

Mrs. Charles Ahlblad, w ho has been at
the Bar Harbor hospital the past seven
weeks, has returned home much improved
in health.
H.
Nov. 18.
EAST BLUEHILL.

Eben

one-half bushels of
of an acre.

seed

on

one-third

Messrs. Moore and Forsyth, of Ellsworth,
have been in town with their thrashing

machine, and farmers are now comparing
their yield of oats. Ephraim Alley leads,
with eighty-five bushels from tenjmshels
of seed.
Nov. 18.

Clarence Chatto came home from Meddy-

bemps Saturday.
Byron Wood and Albert Billings spent
last week at Penobscot.
Osward Hooper and wife
from Rockland Saturday.

came

A son was born Thursday, Nov. 14, to
Warren C. York and wife.

Dr. W. L. France and wife
friends at Bound Brook, N. J.

are

Mrs. R. B. Long, of Rockland, is the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. L. B. Grindle, for
a few days.

Albert Grindal left Monday for Boston,
where ho will spend the winter.

Capt. R. B. Long and A. E. Long, who
are scalloping near Rockland, came home
last night, and will return to-day.
R.
Nov. 18.

TURKEYS,
CEESE,
DUCK8,

before have I had

em-

Miss Ethel Knowlton, of Stonington, is
working tor Mrs. Arthur Sargent.
Miss Evelyn Gray spent Saturday and
Sunday with her father, J. F. Gray.
Nov.

cacies in

SEASONABLE
Thanksgiving
You’re
right
probably planning on having VEGETABLES
quite a feast at your home on that day, and will want
WELL
the very best you can get.
Certainly a visit here

*

most sumptuous and
graced your table, if I

TENDER
AND OF

find

CHOICEST

that

FLAVOR.

appetizing feast that ever KINDS
supply the viands. You will RARELY
my prices attractively low—and all because of -0(JMQ
“cash down” way I have of doing business.
°

NOW._

MY GROCERY DEPARTMENT HAS LONG BEEN NOTED FOR THE EXCELLENT QUALITY OF ITS STOCK, AND THANKS TO MY “CASH
DOWN” METHODS, SUPERIOR GOODS HERE COST NO MORE THAN
THE ORDINARY GRADES AT OTHER STORES.

18._LOAK POINT.

Miss Althea Murch has
Harbor to visit relatives.

gone to

Bar

Marshall is doing extensive
plowing for F. L. Murch.
Melvin

Mrs. Rilla Dolliver is quite ill, caused
by a severe abscess under her arm.
George Colson, wife and son Fred H.
went to Tremont Saturday, returning

Monday.
Nov. 18.

Plutarch.

The “Cash Down” Grcicer,
34 Main St.

H ni/nnc
JA
a* naynes,
•

BORN.
ANGELONI—At Stonington, Nov 8, to Mr and
Mrs Loreto Angeloni, a son.
BARBOUR—At Deer Isle, Nov 8, to Mr and
Mrs Kimball B Barbour, a son.
ELLIS—At Deer Isle, Nov 11, to Mr and Mrs
Lewis C Ellis, a son. [Lewis Clayton.]
HARRISON—At Stonington, Nov 11, to Mr
and Mrs Durbon H Harrison, a son. [John.]
LYMBURNER-At Sedgwick, Nov 3, to Mr
and Horatio Lymburner, a s?n.
OSGOOD-At Ellsworth, Nov 19, to Mr and
Mrs Embert C Osgood, a daughter.
THOR8EN—At Malden, Mass, Nov 14, to Mr
and Mrs A C Thorsen, a son. | James Ellis.]
WESCOTT—At Bluehill, Nov 13, to Mr and
Mrs Edwin Wescott, a son.
WOOD—At Ellsworth, Nov 19, to Mr and Mrs
James H Wood, a daughter.
WOOSTER—At Franklin, Nov 12, to Mr and
Mrs Arno W Wooster, a son.
YORK—At Bluehill, Nov 14, to Mr and Mrs
Warren C York, a son.

MARRIED.
C AM PBELL—HADLOCK—At Cranberry Isles,
Nov 16, by Rev A P McDonald, of Bar Harbor, Miss Edna Campbell to George R Hadlock, both of Cranberry Isles.
East
CHILDS—CLEMENT—At
Hampton,
Conn, Nov 14, Miss Mary A Childs, of East
Hampton, to Irving O Clement, of Seal Harbor.
GURNEY—NEWMAN—At Manset, Nov 9, by
Rev J A Thoms, Miss Addie E Gurney, ol
Tremont, to Everett G Newman, of Manset.
HUNTLEY—CARTER—At Bar Harbor,Oct31,
by Rev C F McKoy, Miss Ada L Huntley, ol
East Machias, to Frank J Carter, of Ellsworth.
LEALI—BIAGI—At Rockland, Nov 18, by
Arthur L Orne, esq, Miss Felicita Leali, ol
Stonington, to Joseph Biagi, of Denver, Col.
LYMAN-WALLS-At Bar Harbor, Nov 9, by
Rev A M McDonald, Miss Lydia Lyman ta
John M Walls, both of Otter Creek.
MAHONEY—HURLEY—At Ellsworth, Nov
20, by Rev J D O’Brien, Miss Mary Elizabeth
Mahoney to Daniel E Hurley, both of Ellsworth.
NEWMAN—FARNSWORTH-At Manset, Nov
9, by Rev J A Thoms, Miss Lottie E Newman, of Manset, to Hubert G Farnsworth,
of Northeast Harbor.
NUTT—HARRINGTON—At Stonington, Nov
16, by Rev J P Simonton, Miss Sara Arvilla
Nutt, of Stonington, to Ralph Harrington,
of Thomaston.
RICH ARDSON—REED—At Hall Quarry, Nov
14, by Rev O G Barnard, Miss Estella Richardson to Christopher Reed, both of Hall

La France models, the new Flexible
Welt—-“more comfortable than a
turn”—is delightfully easy to a point
hitherto thought impossible, thus add-

right shoe, let

Harbor,

Nov

10, Israel

Ellsworth, IS/le.
BOI

HUXHAM’S
5} Absorbent
v:-<Al

the feet or any
body stimulate
the nerves, STOP the PAIN
and CURE by absorption

V RHEUMATISM,
W
vi

J

H

jnl
W
W

SCIATICA, LUMBAGO,
Swollen, Aching Feet and
Limbs without using med*
icines or liniments,
50c. a pair. Booklet FREE.
At Drug stores or by mall.
THE HUXHAM PAD CO.
5 Park Sq. Boston. Mass.

LET ME MAKE

J

Strictly Commission.

if you want a set that not only
look like natural teetli but actually feel that way. My methods
are the latest improved; my work
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction; my prices are very moderate. Why not make an appointment with me right away ?

Bangor, Me.

CLARION.
Whether it’s

a

nace-if it is

a

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it la
sure to meet every
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co„
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDR1DGE,

Main Street.

Ellsworth.

Laundry and Bath Rooms.

MNO

PAY,

SO

WASHKE,”

AU kinds o-f laundry work done at short
notice.
Goods called twr and delivered.

AMERICAN ADS

H. B. ESTEY &
WE8T

PAY BEST
TRY

ONE

L

■

EK'D BRIDGE,

W.

CO.f

ELLSWORTH 1UI

R U

MILL,

Undertaker.
Dealer in Caskets, Coffins, Robes, etc.
“You talk about posters

ana

your

aas.

upon tin

fence,
But they ain't the kind o' mediums that appeali
to common sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and youi
circulars and such,
But I calculate they dou't assist an advortlsei

much;
And especially In winter, when the snow la ot
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgen

yeara.”_

C. Aysr Oo., Xiowoll. Maia.
by J. stac
of

be found?
But within the cosy homestead, when the parlo
store's aglow,
The newspaper la read aloud to everyone w
know."
can

aflMJtur«r»

SARSAPARILLA.
LRRV PECTORAL,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns for
VEAL- LAMB- POULTRY
Butter, Eggs & Farm Produce.
Market reports, tags, shipping certificates, stencils, etc., furnished free.

Can

|

Steam

The best kind of a teatimonial—
**
Sold for over aixty

flyers

(Established 18G4.)
41 North Market St., Bostou, Mass.

ELLSWORTH

nourish it;
give it something to live on.
Then it will stop falling, and
will grow long and heavy.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is the only
genuine hair-food you can
buy. It gives new life to the
You save what
hair-bulbs.
hair you have, and get more,
And it keeps the scalp
too.
clean and healthy.

f

WHEELER 00.

HYDE,
|

THE——

YOURTEETH,

Feed your hair;

yi

POULTRY WANTED.

Pads

1 Applied to
jf part of the

57 Main St.,

mmmmammmrnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmm

jEJA

WELT

I_MORANG,

C. t SiE D. 0. I

Also

'E'YTRf
P
I P * 1* ^

you have never found juSt
show you the La France Flexible Welt
—*————————

2HJbcrttsnncnts.

My Hair is
Extra Long

■*"

shoe-wearing. If

us

O.

DIED.

days.

m

Department Stores,

ANGELONI—At Stonington, Nov 8, infant son
of Mr and Mrs Loreto Angeloni.
AYLES—At Bar Harbor, Nov 16, William H
Ayles, aged 51 years.
BUNKER—At Cranberry Isles, Nov 15, Edgai
Russell, son of Mr and Mrs Henry A Bunker,
aged 8 years, 2 months, 28 days.
Nov
FIFIELD—At West Stonington,
12,
George Fifield, aged 85 years, 5 months, S

WEBBER—At Bar
Webber.

to

a new

the

SPURLING—OBER—At Northeast Harbor,
Nov 14, by Rev Stephen H Green, of Bar
Harbor, Miss Ina Spurling to Dr Frank
Ober, both of Northeast Harbor.

weeks.
HOWARD—At South Brooksville, Nov 11,
Emily J, wife of Orlando Howard, aged 42
years, 9 months.
KELLEY—At Seal Cove, Nov 12, Vernon, son
of Mr and Mrs James Kelley, aged 11 years
SMITH—At Lamoine, Nov 15, William E
Smith, aged 73 years, 10 months.
THOMPSON-At Penobscot, Nov 8, Mrs Jant
E Thompson, aged 60 years, 3 months, 15

luxury

ing

Quarry.

Mrs. Abbie H. Taft is visiting friends in

Nov.

MANY

will well repay you, and you will sit down to the

plump
™

WEST GOULD8BORO.

Walter

ALL OF3THE

so

now.

CHICKENS,

18._Sim.

Bangor.

]
I

many tempting delieatables as I can show you

I Freethy, aged 70 years, 8 months, 8 days.
visiting GRAY—At Bar Harbor, Nov 10, infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Joseph Gray, aged 4

Farley, of Prospect Harbor, is at
work for Thomas Martin in his factory.
turning Saturday.
Mrs. C. B. Stevens and Master Nichols,
Schooner William H. Reed, Capt. Ralph who have been visiting friends in Bangor,
Gray, arrived in Thompson’s cove, bound returned last week.
for Eastport, Tuesday night.
Mrs. Grace W. Clark, who has been visH.
Nov. 18.
iting relatives in Steuben and Cherryfleld,
returned home Friday.
BROOKS VILLE.
Mrs. Linwood Sargent and Miss Minnie,
Asa Carter has moved his family to who have been visiting relatives in EllsSedgwick, and M. Pert has moved into worth Falls, returned Friday.
Mr. Carter’s house.
School began in this district Monday
Mrs. Daisy Herrick is keeping house for morning, after two weeks’ vacation. Miss
Mrs. E. H. Herrick, who has gone to Win- Caroline McClure, of Cherryfleld, is
terport to visit her daughter, Mrs. Fred teacher.
Littlefield.

Never

FReJeTHY—At North Sedgwick, Nov 14, John

Frank Leighton, of Sedgwick, is
ployed at Sargent’s livery stable.

day.
Mrs. Sarah E. Hardy is in Sunset visiting her sister, Mrs. Hannah Saunders.
Mrs. F. E. Hardy and daughter, Miss
Lens, went to Camden Wednesday, re-

home

I

THINGS

DINNER!

S.

SARGENTVILLE.

GOOD

FOR YOUR THANKSGIVING

_

A son was born Wednesday, Nov. 13, to
E. A. Wescott and wite.

well-known
L. C. Roberts has bought of Kenney S.
business men and their Orindle his horse Colonel which he used
as a treatment that absolutely on his
Mr. Grindle congrocery kart.
cured catarrh, no matter how serious
templates selling his place, and going to
or
long standing, the sales rapidly Portland.
grew, and to-day there Is no other
remedy in G. A. Paroher’s stock that John C. Sanborn has recently purchased
has suoh a large and staple sale.
of Mrs. S. E. Billings a wood lot at the
The first breath of Hyomei’s heal- bead of Walker’s pond.
lnS air kills all catarrhal poison.
School in district No. 3 commenced
Try Hyomei to-day on G. A. Parcher’s offer to refund the money if the Monday, Nov. 18, taught by Miss Addie
treatment does not give you satisfac- A. Bates, of South Brooksville.
A.
tion.
Nov. 19.
recommended

County

News

Otis Trundy is at home for a few weeks.
island, where he has had employment.
Lillie Cole, of Granite, is with her
Charles Carter is building a large addigrandmother, Mrs. Lois Bartlett, for the tion to his hen house.

Montford Haskell arrived home Thurs-

Who Uses Hyomei ?

additional

COUNTY

NORTH DEER ISLE.

abbtrtiacmrnts

Ellsworth

a

years

Veazie.

DIFFERENT

r

according
Inspector
police record. He is twenty-eight
old, unmarried, and has no fixed
place of residence, having for years frequented various resorts in and around
Bangor.
Parrent was arraigned Thursday doming, charged with manslaughter, He was
held under $3,000 bonds for a hearing Friday morning.
The hearing was concluded Friday.
County Attorney Patten, who appeared for
the State, admitted that while the State
BASS HARBOR.
probably has not evidence sufficient for
Mrs. Neva Parker is visiting her parents
a conviction, something more might be
in Harrington.
brought out before February, and asked
Mrs. Jennie Manchester is visiting relathat Parrent be held for the February
tives in Attleboro, Mass.
grand jury. Judge Chapman bound ParMiss Hattie Savage, of Southwest Harrent over for the grand jury, under $600
bor, spent last week with her sister, Mrs.
bail.
Wesley Collins, who is alleged to have Ida Parker.
been implicated with Parrent in the asHarry Jeffrey and wife gave a reception
sault on Bunker, was arrested at Orne- Saturday evening in honor of Mr. Jeffrey’s
ville Sunday,
arraigned in the Ban- mother and sister, who are visiting them.
gor municipal court Monday on charge of
Mrs. Anna McDonald has gone to Hull’s
manslaughter, and bound over for the Cove to spend the winter with her brother.
February grand jury in the sum of $1- A few of her friends spent Thursday even000.
ing with her, and greatly enjoyed her
hospitality.
NEWS. Joseph Wooster, of Warren, made a
For additional Count y News, see other pages short visit to his sister, Mrs. Maurice
Thurston, last week. Mr. Wooster came
in his new naphtha launch,which he built
CENTER.

til of Sullivan, went to Bangor, arriving
there at noon. Daring the ride from
Sullivan they drank considerable. In
Bangor they visited several places where
they had liquor, and at 5 o’clock took an
Oldtown car and went to the h oyer place,
which is just across the Bangor line in

333tTtUMmfUtt.

COUNTY NEW?.
t

j

WEST

TREMONT,

MAINE.

Telephone connection.

Ifcafoggtanal CarDg.
OND

J^WALSH^

ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
Offices, First National Bank Building.
Ellsworth,
Main.

Subscribe for Thb AMERICAN.

atrotrafcmmi.

sri *HEHICAX han fcwi erriher* at 107 j
t* the 111 posl-o^lce# in Hancock county.
Jilt the other paper* in the County com- j
bined do net reach *o many. The AeeII* ;
CA5 i#

not fhe

or.fy

For Additional

Hancock county, and has never claimed to
fee, but it is the on*y paper that can prop
wrly be called a CWJ5TT paper; ail th>
The circuia
rest are merely local paper*
The Americas, barring the Bar
Oct*
Harbor ilccord'* vummer fist, is larger
than that of all Iht other paper* printed
in Hancock county.

Mer additional County yen*

tee

t!hrr

on

a

business

Atwell Edgecomb visited his sister, Mrs.
David Pbilbrook. at Brewer last Thursday.
School began Monday for a short term,
Mrs. Maggie Grover, of North Mariaville, teacher.
Martin Salisbury, of
spent Saturday
Sereno Jellison.

to

Pastor Lee’s little daughter Dorothy is
improving from an attack of tonsilitis.

j

Uneeda Biscuit

Roscoe Gay is suffering from a throat
trouble, which his friends hope will yield
to treatment.
ves-

j

5

X-ray.
BUiideU, of

V*

Fred L. Speed and Thomas Curran, of
Bangor, have been in town a few days.
Mr. Speed, who owns several lots of land
here, contemplates building a modern
camp, in which to spend his vacation and
entertain his city friends.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

R.

H.

East

week with his

WALTHAM.

j

Abie Friend visited friends in town Sat-

urday

Much anxiety exists in the community
after a week’s visit with her sister, Mrs.
the outcome of the opention for apEugene Orcutt, at West Franklin.
For additional County Sew eat otKor pages
pendicitis which has prostrated Miss Alta
Blaisdell again, just up from fever. The ; Miss Mina E. Robertson hss been very
ill.
At
one
time
her
friends
were
much
case is serious. Mrs. Corr, s trained nnrse, j
LAMOINE.
of Boston, is in attendance. *The indica- concerned, but she is now much improved.
j Nov. IS.
Earland Springer has returned home
*
M.
tions, this morning, are more favorable.
i from South Goulds boro.
•
Nov. 18.
B.
Mrs. James Covey has been visiting at
NORTH LAMOINE.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Mrs. A. L. Holt is
relatives at ! North Hancock the past week.

COUNTY NEWS.

over

Arthur Tracey returned to Waterville
Miss Jennie Rankin, of North Mariaville, is working for Mrs. Stella Butler.
Sidney Lawrie is not improving as fast
as his

friends could wish.

Jasper Bragdon is at home from Charleston, w'here he has been attending school.
Henrjt J ell i won and wife have returned
to Houlton, where they have employment
for

the winter.

School closed Friday, after a successful
term of ten weeks, taught by Wade Grindle, of South Penobscot.
Hannah Williams is home from Macomber’s mill, where she has been working for
Mrs. Goldie Woodworth.
The senior class of the high school, with
the teachers, went to Ellsworth Saturday
and had their pictures taken.
Nov. 18.
T.
EGYPT.
Mrs. Amos Clark is ill.
see

her out

Friends hope to

soon.

business trip to

Miss Viola Davis, who has been
relatives here, has returned to New York.

Mr. Cunningham and wife, of West
Ellsworth, were guests of Mrs. A. W.

Miss Mary Covey has returned home
from Ellsworth, where she has been employed the past few weeks.

East Lamoine.
Hollis Austin made
Castine Saturday.

a

Buzzell last week.
Miss Eunice Coggins is at home from
Hancock, where she has been teaching,
for

a

Mrs. Sadie Olsen and little daughter
New York last week. They will
sail with Capt. Olsen during the winter.
went to

Misses Olive

two-weeks’ vacation.

Mrs. J. Wesley Bowden, of North Castine, is expected Wednesday to visit her
mother, Mrs. A. E. Austin.

Coolidge

and

Vera

Berry,

the grammar and primary
departments of the Winter Harbor school,
arrived home Saturday for a two weeks’
teachers in

vacation.

George H. Coggins and wife went to
Capt. Fred Hodgkins went to PhilaSouthwest Harbor Saturday to visit their
delphia Monday to attend to the interests
daughter, Mrs. Rohie Norwood.
i of his schooner ;Inez Carver, recently
Nov. 18.
Y.
arrived in port. Capt. Hodgkins expects
to

OAK POINT.

resume

command for the winter.

C. A. Reynolds, of Cambridge, Mass.,
Walter Murch has employment on the
who has
been with his mother, Mrs.
elevated railroad in Boston.
Mrs. Jennie V. McFarland is visiting Charles Whitaker, during her illness the
past three weeks, returned home Saturday.
her daughter, Mrs. Evie Meader.
Mrs. Whitaker is somewhat improved in
B.
Henry
Murphy, of Salem, Mass., is health, and her hosts of friends sre
hopvisiting his sister, Mrs. Alice Alley.
I ing for a restoration to something of her
The schooner William L. Russell, Capt. former
activity.
Leland, arrived at La bee from Essex, i Nov.JIS.
H.
Mass., with herring last week.
PARTRIDGE
COVE.
C.
returned home last week
_

of Bar

Nov. 18.

Waltham.

Bath Savage and

Clark have
gone to Melrose, Mass., where they have

Plutabch.

A successful term of school, taught by
Mias Eva Springer, of East Franklin,
closed Friday.
H. A. Springer has opened the store of
E. G. Burham which for a few months
has been closed.

Mrs. Charles J. Smith is at Lainoine,
called there by the illness of her daughter,
Mrs. George Linscott.

j were

guests of E. E. McFarland and wife

I Friday

Roland

employment.

TRENTON.
Mrs. W’illiam M. Hopkins
Harbor last week.

was

Saturday.
Miss Addie Ingalls spent Saturday and
in Bar Sunday with her sister, Mrs. Millard Kit1
tredge, at North Lamoine.

William Hopkins spent a few day at
home with his family this week.
Miss Jane Gordon, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. T. T. Leland, came
home Satarday.

and

Lin wood

visiting here, have returned to Boston, where Mr. Young has a position as
chauffeur.
Nov. 18.
been

Herbert Carpenter has been spending a
short vacation pith his parents, J. H. Carpenter and wife.

for several years. The funeral services
held yesterday at his home, and were
conducted by Rev. S. W. Sutton, of Ellsworth. Mr. Smith is survived by a
bed

Nov.

flbbrrttctmcnt*.

18._W.

on

Rapid changes of temperature are hard
toughest constitution.

the

Pearson.

Mrs. Hattie Wooster arrived home Tueswhere she has

day from Prospect Harbor,
spent the summer.

Arno Wooster and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son,
James Bussell, born Nov. 13.
Miss Della Hooper has arrived home
He Fought at Gettysburg.
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y., who
lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes: “Electric Bitters have done me more good than
any medicine I ever took. For several
years I had stomach trouble, and paid out
much money for medicine to little purpose, until I began taking Electric Bitters.
I would not take KOO for what they have
done for me.” Grand tonic for the aged
and for female weaknesses. Great alterative and body builder; best of all for lame
back and weak kidneys. Guaranteed by
E. G. Moons, druggist, 50c.

The conductor passing from the heated
inside of a trolley car to the icy temperature
of the platform—the canvasser spending an
hour or so in a heated building and then
walking against a biting wind—know the
difficulty of avoiding cold.
Scott's Emulsion strengthens the
body so that it can better withstand the
danger of cold from changes of temperature.
It will

help you

ALL

to avoid

DRUCCfSTSi

taking cold.

BOo. AND 9I.OO.

h!

£

winter.
Isaac Smith has gone to the soldiers’
home at Togus for the winter. Mrs. Smith
will spend the winter with relatives in
Dorchester, Mass.
Nov. 18.
H.

ymbi

no one wants an

old-fash-

ioned cod liver oil prepan*
tion or emulsion, because
Vinol is a much better
bodybuilder and strength creator
for old people, weak children,
and for coughs, colds, bronchitis, etc. u it does no good
we will return your
money.
0. A. PARCHER, Druggist,
Ellsworth, ruine.

The many friends of Mrs. Nettie De-

arrangements for Christmas. Music and
games were indulged in, after which the
following committees were chosen: On
arrangements, Sarah Haslem, Belle Has-

______

Br

photo of mveutloahr1
ibllitv. For free took,

jyjARKST

HANCOCK POINT.

Henry
ing.
in

Ball has gone to

Franklin, hunt-

Mrs. Bessie Tuffts is visiting her sister
Trentcn.

Livonia Phillips, daughter of Wh H.
Phillips, has gone to Southwest Harbor to

it.

visit her uncle.

k%m

Smith and Mrs. S. J. Johnston went to
Winter Harbor to the county grange

Thursday.

*

Arthur Crabtree and wife, with their
infant son, have returned from Halifax,
where Mrs. Crabtree has been the past

X

visiting

*

parents. They will
keep house in their grandmother’s house
ai the Point.
summer

her
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remedy tor all

\-v

d JOHNSON'S

.

Daisy and Marian Chester, Mrs. Henry
Ball, Charles Smith and wife and Arthur

infallible

disorders—cramps, colic, diarrhoea, etc. A few half-teaspoonful doses of' ''V

|
I_

Mrs. Lizzie Alley and young son Elwood, of Jonesport, are visiting Mrs. Alley’s sister, Mrs. Allen Crabtree.

An

similar

*—

ijiB;
jgvj

T i

^B

1

*™™UNIMENT]

relieve the most severe cases. It's just
M
in curing sore throat, coughs, colds, grip,
ML
B
bronchitis, tonsilitis,and kindred respiratory troubles.
If you have a cut, »bum, a bruise or other external
ache or pain, a free application of the liniment will
reduce the inflammation and drive out the grain
quicker than anything else. Keep a bottle in
your medicine chest for emergencies.
Guaranteed under Food end Drugs Act,
tune X, 1X6.
Serial Humber SIS.
25c
and
SOc a bottle)
v
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,
will

as

quickly

sure

^B
^^B
^^k

eveirieliere^^^HB

_

will

accompany them to Ellsworth fora
days’ visit before going to her home
Massachusetts.
Nov. 18.
E.

few
in

UOTT’S

ISLAND.

Clarions Are Serviceable.

M. V. Babbidge i9 still working on Mr.
Driscoll's barn when the weather permits.
Work is shut down on Black island
granite quarry. Mr. Keough has gone to
New York.
in

An immense amount of work
be done on a CLARION
without taxing its capacity;
yet, the most delicate cookery
witn
is always at your command
a CLARION.
This is because the fire and
oven are always under absolute
control and there need be no
line
delays in changing from one
of work to another.
Thousands of succesful
CLARIONS afford the proof.
can

Capt E. L. Gott has gone to Ellsworth
the sloop Daisy for a
load of mer-

chandise.
Mrs. Clara Phillips and children, of
Southwest Harbor, who has been visiting
her parents, Dennis Driscoll and wife, baa
gone home.
The storm last Wednesday night and

Thursday badly damaged Philip Moore’s
created sad havoc among the
lobster traps. Some men lost as many as
thirty traps.
Nov. 16.
Chips.
,__

Ethel Jellison Grindle is employed at
Arno Wooster’s.

H. M. Blaisdell and friend left Sat urday
night for Boston, after spending a week
•
here hunting.

guests

weir and

NORTH SULLIVAN.

School closed Friday, Mrs. Florence
8pringer, teacher.
Miss Springliam, of Woodland, N. B.
has exchanged pulpits with Rev. N. R.

C

Wh°

last week.

were

EAST LAMOINE.

Lawrence Haslam has gone lo Machias,
w’here he lias employment in a lumber
Several men are taking
advantage
School closed Friday in district No. 6, mill.
of the hunting season. Norris Savage, of
taught by E. B. Hodgkins. There will be
William Smith, an aged and respected
this place, and Lisle Woodworth, of Bar
three'weeks vacation.
citizen of this place, died Friday after a
Harbor, were among the fortunate bunt-!
<
Nov.
14.
one
of
the
deer
May.
ever
largest
era, getting
[ long illness. He had been confined to his
It dressed ‘J35 |
shot in this section.

pounds.

were

Quite a number attended the quarterly
meeting at Mariaviile Sunday.
Charles Jordan has moved bis family,
and is living in the S. B. Giles house.
Mrs. Hermon Jordan spent several days
with her mother. Mrs. Carr, at Mf.riaville,

Harry
Alley
Miss Lottie McFarland has gone to MelHarbor, spent from Philadelphia, after a successful trip
from
Northeast Harbor in the yacht Vayn. I rose, Mess., to attend school.
Friday with his parents, George Jordan
Mrs. J.M. Hale and daughter Katherine
and wife.
Miss Harriet Anderson is quite ill at the will leave
School in district No. 3 closed Nov. 8
Monday for Ellsworth for the
Oliver Bragdon, wife and daughter have after a successful term of eight weeks, I home of Mrs. Nelson Young.
winter. Miss Hunt, who has been visiting
been visiting Mrs. Bragdon’s parents at taught by Miss Angie Wheeler, of Olamon.
Mr. and Mrs. Smallidge, of Seal Harbor, her aunt, Mrs. Hale, the past four
weeks,
Frank Jordan,

Sunday.

Beck, who bas been at the East Maine
general hospital for a serious surgical opewidow, a son—Hoyt L-, a (laughter—Miss
ration, are glad to learn she has so far reGeneva, and four brothers—Edward H.,
covered as to be with her sister, Mrs. EuWarren and Royal, of this place, and Algene Clough, at Ellsworth Falls.
fred, of Bar Harbor.
It was a merry company that met at
Miss Natalie Gilman has gone to Banvisiting gor, where she has employment for the Alden Haslem's Saturday evening to make

visiting

Saturday.

and

J. O. Whitney and family
of Joseph Fox recently.

Wilson’s friends regret that she has had
hemorrhage of the lungs. While here she
went to Bangor to consult a specialist.

Chester Williams is having a shed built.
Earl Caler is working for Frank Bragg
don.

Davis.

Mrs. Lettie Willey is at home from Massachusetts.

Sullivan, is

brother, F. E.
Blaisdell. Mrs. Mintie Blaisdell, of Bar
Harbor, is in town, called here by the illness of her nieoe, Miss Alta Blaisdell.
Mrs. Once Wilson, with little daughter,
of Cherryfleld, has recently visited her
parents, Robert Phillips end wife. Mrs.
a

Nov. IS.

|

of the

spending

"

Grange.

The woman’,
auxiliary wm mwt
Friday afternoon at the home of
Mu!
Brewer.

Jordan, has gone to live with her devoted
sons, Benjamin, of Trenton, and George,
jr., of Ellsworth.

In moisture and
dust proof packages.

a

The friends of O. L. Fernald are pleased j
to learn that the cancerous growth on one
of his ears has been arrested by persistent
use

John Salisbury and
wif.ieftUllt
(or Massachusetts for the
winter.
lianna Brewer and
Henry Sweet
spending s lew days at La

Tasting

|

m

So nutritious, so easily digested, that they have become
the staple wheat food.

try will precede the lecture in the church
Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Haynes and Miss Watts, of killsworth, were guests of their niece, Mrs.
Follett Hartwell, Friday.
Robert Phillips has improved bis home
buildings by adding an elL The grading
of the grounds is another improvement.

Ellsworth Falls,
night with his uncle,

^mKeh.yUvi.iti..,^.

winter.

eat

earned vacation to Aroostook

H.

HULL’S COVE.

Treadwell, of Ellsworth, and
Danna Brewer gave a barn
dance Thun,
Eugene Cousins, of Stonington, were day evening to about
thirty frhZ
M.
G.
E.
Warren's
Sunday.
guests at
Dancing was enjoyed until a late how
The two old gentlemen, George M. War- Refreshments were .erred,
a r.—Jr:
ren
and Isaiah Jordan, who are very evening was spent.
feeble and low, remain about the same.
Not-18A**.
Charles Higgins, wife and child, of Bar
Sttwttuanmu
Harbor, are guests at G. G. Warren's
while Mr. Higgins spends bis vacation
'-'H,
hunting here.
After Once
Mrs. Lydia Jordan, widow of George O.

To sharpen a poor appetite
that doesn't care for meals—

Mrs. Grace Batier French is expected
Le*cistan Wednesday.

Abb‘«’i

™o7'i8JO~phiDe

E.

L.

j

Martin; On oon»rT~T~~
8*“tey’

h«n
Charlie and Adelbert Salisbury, of Pitts- in Bar t”W"’
employ*
Harbor the p«,
summer, 1 *
field, made a short visit home with their home for the winter.
parents last week.
H. S. McFarland and
wife, accompli*
Granville Jellison is spending his vaca
by Mrs. Wood, of Salisbury
Core, wil]
tion at his home here. He will return to le*« tb“
w~k for Aiken, S.
C., Im m
New York next week.

To take the sharp edge off
an appetite that won't wait
for meals—

Dunn is taking a wellcounty.

Hto

M^T

home from

A chicken supper in the Methodist

on

with

Dr. H. F. Collins left for Middletown,
Conn., last Tuesday.

Mrs. Abbie

lem*

---

j

'age*

trip

other pages.

j

FRANKLIN.
Carroll Dunn is
New York.

mi

Frank W. Fogg, of Dedham, called
old friends here Saturday and Sunday.

NEWs7|

COUNTY

Conntg Yen,
OTB.

in

printed

paper

UUUjNTY KEW8.

AMHERST.

Corydon Richardson, of Bar Harbor, is
in town.

Edward Giles and wife
W. H. Dunham.

are

I

THE IMPERIAL CLARION.
established

WOOD O BISHOP CO..

Master Elmer Wight is visiting his
grandparents, W. L. Hussey and wife.
Henry Lawtord and Mr. Stafford, of Bar
Harbor, are at Morrison pond hunting.
Frank Dunham has been repairing his
house by shingling it and putting in new
windows.
Nov. 18.

O.

_

ATLANTIC.
Jefferson Torrey on Nov. 9 picked
flown ox-eyed daisy.

a

full-

wnte US‘

Bangor.

Me.|

J. P. Eldridge, Ellsworth, Me^
^

USE

Swa m psGott

Sparkling
Gelatine

Mrs. C. E. Joyce left Tuesday to spend a
few days in Rockland.
C. H. Robbins, of Opeeche, left last
week for Belfast and Stockton Springs
Capt. Trundy, of Stonington, will bring
a load of hay and coal.
Nov. 14.
A.

or

SOLD BY

working for

George Rodick, who is working in Bar
Harbor, is at home for a few days.

See the Clarion a2ent

A ORANULATED GELATINE

Makes 2 qts. Jelly

Costs JO Cents.

COUNTY
AlC*'
***

news.
"v'».

1,1

l,,tc*

when he appointed
‘Judge’ Snow. Mr.
Snow is not only a master of
English, but
also a very good judge of the defects ol
his in his fellow-students. Mr. Snow is a
member of the Lex club of the law school.”
Nov. 18.

w«s»

CASTINE.
M. Vogell and wife
week in Boston.

j
day3 lust
A

masquerade

spent

severs

Sunday.

E. A.

Lowell received word a few
days ago that his son Frank, now residing
in New York
state, was very ill with typhoid fever.
Of late Highland grange has taken
up
the discussion of moral topics with considerable zest. The members are just now
enjoying the perusal of fifty volumes from
the traveling library at Augusta.

Rufus Sabine and wife are returned
several weeks in Boston and
borne after

Portland.
Augustus Gray and wife left this
a

vacation of several

morn-

weeks at

Mr. Cochrane, of Monmouth, will begin
the work of frescoing the church here today, under a contract made some time ago
with Rev. Mr. Bryant. Mr. Bryant has
spent much time in improvements on the
interior of the church, and deserves much
credit.

Bnrnbam.

1

Brooks Grindle, of West Brooksville,
here last week, the
spent several days
of bis uncle, F. V. Grindle.

guest

Mrs. C F. Jones last week made a trip
Thorndike, where in her position as
district deputy she inspected the O. E. S.
to

other payee

I

Coggins,

Frank S. Warren and wife arrived Saturday from a trip to New York. Mr.
Warren will open a new hardware store
on Main street.

You

\

j andThewife.
school

keep

have from

can

a

POFECnON
00 Heater
(tqilpped

with Smokeless Pevice)

1 um the wick as high
low as you please—there's no dangei—no smoke—no smell
—iust direct intense heat—that’s because ol the smokeless device.
Beautifully finished in nickel and japan—omamental anywhere. The brass font holds 4 quarts, giving heat for 9 hours. It is jight in weight—edsily
carried from room to room. Every heater warranted.
or as

ryou

also

■
■
■
g

M

.—.

iGayo Lamp

steady light—ideal b read or
study by. Made of brass—nickel plated, latest improved central draft burner. Every lamp warranted.

entertained a
goodly number from Irene chapter, Ellsworth, and St. Mary s chapter, Northeast
Harbor. Two were received into the order, and the work was highly commended
by Mrs. Hooper. After pleasant speeches
by some of the visitors, the meeting adjourned to the banquet’ hall, where a
chicken supper was served. A 6-o’clock

previously

you

wouldn t be without one another hour.

Tuesday evening, Nov. 12, Jephthah
chapter, O. E. S., was inspected by the district deputy, Mrs. Alice Hooper, of Winter

supper had

heat and

il you only knew how much
ar^f—and
comlort

real

.

The old postoffice owned by Thomas
Lawton has been entirely built over by
Robie Norwood, jr., and is now ready for
the new firms.
Mrs. Gertrude Tolman
will occupy what was formerly the studio,
and a jeweller, Thnrston, will occupy the
other store.

Stars

quickly

hall or cold room—
draughty
what the weather conditions

Rev. S. A. Lawrence and wife left on
Montreal. Later Mr.
Lawrence will visit his sisters in Chicago,
and alsc spend some time in
postgraduate
study before accepting another pastorate.

The

can

cozy the
no matter

Monday last for

|§j

Sj

(

'"'T

II your dealer does not carry Perfection Oil Heater
and Rayo Lamp write our nearest agency.

1
A

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
! Incorporated)

been served at the

home of Mrs. O. W. Cousins, and all the
visiting Stars expressed pleasure at their
hospitable reception by the Southwest
Harbor chapter.
Nov. 18.
Spray*

!

EAST SURRY.

Miss Emma Treworgy has closed her
house at Contention Cove, and gone to 1
Bangor for the winter.
Moses Mann, one of our aged citizens, I
had the misfortune to fall a week ago, and
hurt himself badly. At present he seems
to be gaining, and all hope to see him j
about again. Mr. Mann is past eighty
I
years of age,
i
Nov. 10.
C.

|

their cottage for a short stay.
Mrs. Laura Wentworth has
purchased a nice driving horse.

'Constantly

homes.

Harbor.

x

Where the
Door Opens

_

j

at

0

of Lincolnville, came
spend the winter.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
C. Fred Eaton returned Tuesday from a
The Harmon block is receiving a fine
business trip to Boston and Portland.
Arthur Sherborne, of Staples & Co.’s steel front, and will present a good
drug Btore, has gone to his home in Milo. appearance.
Seth Norwood is again attending to
Rev. Horace B. Haskell and wife were
in Surry on Sunday for the quarterly business, though showing the effects of
his ten days’ illness.
meeting.
Edgar Robbins took his vacation last
C. U. Russ has been appointed general
week to visit his father and brother at
agent for the A. G. Harbaugh Co., of
Breakwater light station, Rockland.
Cleveland, O.
Henry Cogging and wife, of Lamoine,
Friday was pay-day on the different
quarries. This brings a large amount of spent Sunday with their daughter, Mrs.
Robie Norwood, jr., Mrs. Coggins remainmoney to Stonlngton.
ing for a week’s visit.
The farmers’ ball, the first one ever held
Work on the new <$ttages of Frank
in this town, will be held Nov. 28, in the
and Fred Young have progressed
opera house. Music by the Granite city Gilley
well under good weather conditions, and
band.
! will at an early date become attractive

j

NORTH CASTINE.

9Mi(itf«fnunte.

living at Mrs. G. R. Sylvester’s the past
year, is at home for a vacation.
Miss Lou Johnson, who has been spending a few weeks in town visiting relatives'
left last week for her home in Lynn, Mass.
Nov. 15.
S.

to

Abram Epstein, the well-known traveling merchant, has reappeared after an
Fred Wessell is taking a short vacation. absence of five years in New York city.
His place as purser on the steamer Golden He leaves a wife and baby there whom he
Dr. Wiggin returned from, his vacation
Rod is oeing filled by Orin Dickey, of Bel- hopes to bring to eastern Maine in a few
on Friday, bringing with him his bride.
fast.
weeks, as he is strongly attached to this Mrs.
!
Wiggin was Miss Frances Starkey,
Miss Nellie Harvey delivered her lectnre section.
; of Newburyport, Mass.
Nov.
18.
to
California
a
to
H.
good-sized
on her trip
Capt. Pascal’s Island Belle, which was
audience of normal students and towns1
HARBORSIDE.
wrecked at the steamboat wharf daring
at Normal hall Friday evening.
people
William Veague and wife have gone to I the big gale, was towed into Redman’s
William Abbott, of Brewer, on WednesNew York for s visit.
I cove by tug Betsy Ross, and the wreckers
day evening next will bold a meeting at
William Counce and wife are receiving are stripping her.
Emerson ball for the purpose of organizon the birth of a son.
Mrs. M. M. Brimigion, Mrs. Ida M.
ing a dancing school, providing a suitable congratulations
Schooner William Pendleton brought a Eaton and Mrs. Maud Mills went to Rocknumber of pupils can be secured.
The ladies of the Unitarian society held load of hard wood to E. W. Hutchins from land Monday to attend the Christian SciOrland.
ence lecture delivered
a harvest supper at the parish bonse Wedby Frank H. Leonj
nesday evening. It was largely attended | Allie, Tracy and Fernald Howard were ard, C. S. B., of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Nov. 15.
Nihil.
and much enjoyed. A harvest suppler called home from Boston by the illness of
with all the good old-fashioned “flxius”, their mother, Mrs. Orlando Howard.
DEER
ISLE.
was served.
| The mail route from Cape Rosier to
Miss Merle Small left Thursday for a
Tbe I. O. K. M. installed officers Friday Brooksville will be discontinued after
j
evening. District Deputy Perkins and Nov. 30. The route is a great convenience week’s visit in Camden.
Schools in town closed Friday, after a
Great Sannap Dickey, of Belfast, were to the people along the line, and efforts
generally successful term.
present, and bad charge of the installa- are being made to have it continued,
tion ceremony. At the close scallop stew
Frank A. Gross and wife are spending a
Sunday night, Nov. 10, the community
and coffee were served.
week in Boston and vicinity.
was saddened by the death of Mr. Orlando
(
The students of the high school will , Howard.
She had been ill all summer,
George D. Joyce, who has been yachting
give a concert at Emerson hall Tuesday- j but hopes were entertained for her reeov- out of Boston, iB visiting his parents.
evening, Nov. 19. The proceeds will be ery. She was well liked and respected,
Mrs. H. P. A. Spofford, who has been in
for the piano fund. They will be assisted and will be greatly missed by all. She Boston the
past month, came home Wedby Mrs. E. H. Carpenter, W. A. Walker, leaveB a husband and nine children, the
nesday.
Miss Nettie Philbrook and the Castine youngest being six years old. The fuMiss Grace Payson, teadher in the
orchestra.
J neral was held in the Methodist chapel, I Shakespeare school,
has gone to her home
|
A pleasant gathering took place at the Rev. Mr. Carter officiating, and was large- in Warren.
home of F. S. Perkins Saturday evening, ly attended.
Extensive repairs have been made on the
T.
the occasion being the anniversary of Mr. j Nov. 17.
j
; sidewalks ot the village.
The ladies’ aid |
Perkins birthday. The party was arranged
EAST ORLAND.
i
i furnished most of the material, the work
by Mr. Perkins’ daughter, Miss Agnes
Deforest Bennett has moved into H. B, ; being donated.
Perkins, and was in the nature of a sur- |
! Among those leaving on the Morse
prise to him. A pleasant evening at cards Blaisdell’s house.
and gamea
Miss Ada Coonan left Monday for Bos- | Thursday for Boston were Dr. H. W. Small
was
enjoyed. Home-made
candy was served throughout the evening. ton for a few weeks’ visit.
j and wife, Capt. W. S. Pickering, Mrs. EdNov. 18.
O.
Horace Webb and wife, of Portland, are ward A. Richardson, Dr. Frank McCollum

lodge.

1

Frank

Monday

Mark C. Devereux and wife were the
guests of Mrs. Reuben Devereux

street.

see

STONINGTON.

PENOBSCOT.

ball will be held at Em-

eve.
erson hall Thanksgiving
is spending c
Mrs. Harry Maeotnber
at her old home in Belfast
abort vacation
wife have moved tc
E. Julian Seybt and
owned by F. E. Rea on Perkim
jbe house

ing for

COUNTY NEWS.
*Vw nHitionni noun Ip Knot

It spurs the lazy appetite;
it surprises by its exquisite

ligallfottCMTo all persons interested m either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
day of November, a. d. 1907.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said connty, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Bucksin said county, on the third day of
ecember, a. d. 1907, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

board met Wednesday and
recently
Miss Josephine Dunbar is at home from
assigned teachers for the different schools
as follows:
Bucksport.
No. 1, George Hendricks; 2,
Mrs. W. M. 8haw left Monday for a few
Gertrude Eaton; 3, Cleveland. Eaton and
Miss Hattie Dunbar begins school to-day
at her home in Greenville,
days
Bertha Saunders; 4, Susan Haskell; 31,
in the Dunbar district.
Mrs. Helen Blaisdell and son Howard Rose
Hutchinson; Shakespeare, Rilla j
Hollis Austin, of Lamoine, is the guest j
: have gone to Waterville for the winter.
Staples; village grammar, to be supplied;
of J. W. Bowden and wife.
Mrs. Howard Churchill has moved to high, C. D. Stewart, assistant, Miss Drake;
Capl. George Dnnbar arrived Friday J Armenious Harriman’s house in the vil- 7, Harriet
Saunders; 8, Gertrude Greennight from St. Johns, Ore.
law; 10, Harry Powers; 12, Emma Damon; cause.
lage.
Arthur P. Guilford and wife arc visiting
Margaret A. Perkins, late of Penobscot, in
Mrs. Emily Dunbar and Mrs. Aiberta 13, Mertice V.Small; 33, Lillian Knowlton. said
county, deceased. A certain instrument
relatives in South Penobscot.
Nov. 12.
Rex.
I Mason were in North Castine Saturday,
purporting to be tbe last will and testament
of
said
Mrs. Daniel Webster is spending some called there
deceased, together with petition for
by the death of Mrs. Addie
probate thereof, prsented by Lucia F. Perkins,
REACH.
time in Bangor with her son Roy.
Dunbar.
tbe executrix therein named.
Elizabeth M. Pond, late of Bucksport. in
Miss Adelaide M. Damon went to BosMrs. Lucinda Conner, of Castine, is visNov.
A ceitain instrusaid county, deceased.
16._M. ton
Monday to spend the winter,
ment purporting to be tbe last will and testaiting her sister, Mrs. W. G. Conner.
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
ment of said deceased, together with petition
Clarence Hutchins has returned from
i Lester Gray, who bas been yachting the for probate thereof, presented by Mary 8.
Millard Bartlett is at home from New- past season, arrived home
Bloaget, the executrix therein named.
several days’ visit with relatives in BlueWednesday.
j
Samuel L. Lord, late of Ellsworth, in said
port for a few days.
hill.
I Mrs. Ellen Hayes, of Northeast Harbor, county, deceased. A certain instrument purto be the last will and testament of
has
been
porting
W.
W.
A.
Heath
here
the
is
her
past
William
Miss Annie B. Count r has returned to
visiting
brother, Capt.
said deceased, together with petition for proLowe.
bate theieof, presented by Everett W. Lord,
West Penobscot to leach the winter term ; week surveying land.
one of tbe executors therein named.
Mrs. Caddie Bartlett has employment at
of school.
Capt. A. F. Holden arrived home Satur- j William U. Quimby, late of Ellsworth, in said
A certain instrument purMrs. Alberta Mason, with her daughter Seal Harbor for a few weeks.
day from Quincy, Mass., where he ha6 county, deceased.
porting to be a nuncupative will of said deceased, together with petition for probate
Bernice, of East Orland, was in town Sat- | Lloyd Higgins, ol Ellsworth, is here hauled up his yacht.
and for administration with the will
Misb Nellie Foster, who has been spend- thereof,
urday to attend the funeral of her cousin, : carpentering for Mr. Loring.
anuexed, presented by William Quimby, heir
Mrs. Addie Dnnbar.
! Mina Robbins has recently graduated ing her vacation with her father, Charles of Baid deceased.
David W. Moseley, late of Hancock, in said
Mrs. Lillian Gray, of West BrookBville, from Shaw’s business college,
Foster, returned to her home in Boston, county, deceased. First account of Susan A.
administratrix, filed for settlement.
Moseley,
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
j Mildred Booker spent Saturday and Monday.
Joseph Luchini, late of Ellsworth, in said
Isaac Dnnbar, has-gone to New London, Sunday with Carrie Ralph at Southwest
Final account of Myer
Mrs. Frances Knight is visiting her county, deceased.
j
Gallert, administrator, filed for settlerae&t.
I Harbor.
Conn., to spend tbe winter.
sons, Dr. Charles Knight, of Boston, and
Van Buren Black, late of Brooksville, in said
deceased. First and final account of
The funeral of Mrs. Addie W. Dunbar
Merritt Ober and Mrs. Ada Bartlett Ralph N. Knight, of Malden, Mass., for a county,
Omar W. Tapley, executor, filed for settlewas held at her home Saturday afternoon. have returned to Northeast
ment.
Harbor, and few weeks.
Helen L. (Wiggin) Morrison, late of EllsWords of consolation were spoken by Mrs. Mary Tibbetts to Center to visit her
Mrs. Myrtle Robbins visited her mother,
worth, in said couuty. deceased. Final acRev. K. C. Douthit. A profusion of beau- daughter, Mrs. Reed.
Mrs. Carter, in Stonington this week. count of Arno W. King, executor, filed lor settiful flowers attested the love and esteem
L. | She was accompanied by hen little sons, tlement.
Isaac Britton, late of Bucksport. in said
j Nov. 13.
of kindred -and friends.
The burial was
county, deceased. First account of Mary S.
Emery and James.
ISLESFORD.
Britton, executrix, filed for settlement.
in the Dunbar lot at the village.
Solomon Barbour, late of Swan's Island, in
Capt. Frank Johnson and wife, of New
CAMPBELL- HADLOCK.
Nov. 18.
L.
said
deceased. First and final acLondon, Conn., who have been spending couutcountv,
of Alvah Barbour, executor, filed for
Miss Edna Campbell and George R. a few weeks with Mrs. Sophronia John- settlement.
BLUEHILL.
auicrjr dmuuui, wiuur. ui awau a isihuu< ill
Hadlock, both of thiB place, were married son, left for home Thursday.
said county. First and final account of Alvab
B. S. Osgood and wife have returned at the home of the bride’s parents, BenNov.
Bai boor, guardian, filed for settlement.
15._L.
Roscoe ft. Wardwell. late of Verona, in said
from a trip to New York.
jamin S. Campbell and wife Saturday
county, deceased. Second account of George
SUNSET.
E. P. Babson is having all the buildings evening. Only members of the families
W. Basseit, trustee, filed for settlement.
Heleu A. Greenan, minor, of
in
were present.
The ceremony was perat his home newly shingled.
Mrs. Davis Eaton is spending a few said county. First account ofEllsworth,
Edward E.
formed by Rev. A. P. McDonald, of Bar weeks with her
61
d
for
guardian.
settlement.
Mrs.
Doyle,
ResigMiss Carol Hooper has taken a winter
George
daughter,
nation of Edward E. Doyle, guardian, filed.
Harbor.
term of school in Brooksville.
Dodge.
Joseph P. Arnea, late of Bucksport, in said
Both the young people are highly
Petition filed by Theodore
deceased.
county,
Mrs. Sullivan Green spent last week at H.
G. W. Butler and E. W. Mayo were in
Smith, administrator de bonis non with the
esteemed on the island. The bride has
the point, the guest of Mrs. F. L. Syl- will annexed, for license to sell certain real
Bangor last week, buying lumber.
been
an
efficient and popular school
estate of said deceased, as described in s*id
Carl Hinckley is visiting his parents, teacher, and the groom is a rising young vester.
petition.
Esther L. Emery and William E. Emery,
Mrs. Fred L. Sylvester and two children
E. J. Hinckley and wife, at the Eastward. lawyer. Hfe represented his class towns
minors, of Surry, in said county. Petition
in the last legislatuie.
are visiting her parents, S. Green and w’ife,
filed by Lacy J. Emery, guardian, for license
Miss Belle Butler’s pupils at the mines
After a wedding trip to Boston, Mr. and
to sell certain real estate ol said minors, »s
at Stonington.
gave a pleasing entertainment Friday eve- Mrs. Hadlock will make their home here.
described in said petition.
E. E. Cbeston Robinson, a person of unNov. 18.
Spec.
Guy Sylvester came from Bluehill Nov. 3, sound
ning, Nov. 15, which was well attended.
mind, of Southwest Harbor, in said
and is employed as engineer at Dunham’s county. Petition filed by Henry C. Bicktord,
P. J. Gott’s house is closed for the presCheapest accident insurance—Dr. Thomas’
guardian, for license to sell certain real esmine.
Point
ent.
in
Mrs.
While Mr. Gott is
Eclectric Oil. Stops the pain and heals the
Bangor,
tate of said ward, as described in said petiMiBS Maggie Weymouth, who has been tion.
Gott is with her parents in West Brooks- wound. All^druggists sell it— Advt.
Thomas Mnrphy, late of Bucksport, in said
ville.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Wiley C.
ftbbtiUsnuntt.
Conary, adiministrator, for license to sell cerCharles Cotton has commenced housetain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
keeping in the house he purchased of
Helen L. (Wirgin) Morrison, late of EllsCapt. John Douglass, formerly the Israel
Petition
worth, in said county, deceased.
Johnson place.
filed by Arno W. King, executor of the last
will-and testament of said deeeased, that the
a
with
near
Everett Chase came
meeting
amount of collateral inheritance tax upon
said estate be determined by the Judge of
serious accident recently. While handprobate,
of
Penthe
ling his gun in the basement
Sarah M. G. Oolby, late of Bucksport, in
said county of Hancock, deceased.
Petition
dleton house, it was discharged, and the
filed by George A. Fox and Mattie L. Fox,
ball graced his leg, making a slight tiesh
both of Blanchard, in the county of Piscataquis, in aaid State, for the appointment of
wound.
Charles D. Shaw, of Greenville, in said counThe following is from the Bangor News
ty of Piscataquis, trustee under the will of
•aid deceased, for the benefit of Alonso Colby
of Nov. 14: “Forrest B. Snow, of BlueFox. The truatee named in said will having
declined to accept said trust.
hill, has been appointed by Editor-inEDWARD E. 0HA8E. Judge of said Court.
Chief Emerson as the law school editor of
▲ true copy of the original order.
the Priam. Mr. Emerson undoubtedly
Attaat:—T. F. Mahowit, Register.
chose the right man for the right place
rriHB subscriber hereby gives notice that
he
has
been duly appointed administraX

wjf

flavor.

Fine for baking—best for
any use from
to

THE

griddle

cakes

candy.
In ioc. 25c and foe

air-tight tins.
CORN PRODUCTS
nfs. ca.

Bort,

|
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Appendicitis
Is due in a large measure to abuse of the
bowels, by employing drastio purgatives.
To avoid all danger, use only Dr. King’s
New Life Pills, the safe, gentle cleansers
and invigorators. Guaranteed for headache, biliousness, malaria and Jaundice, at
E. G. Moose’s drug store. 25c.

_I

tor of the estate of
DANIEL H. EPPES, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHbn&y a. Eppbs.
mediately.
Ellsworth, Nov. 6,1807.

Hegal Notices.
FORECLOSURE^'*

^

NOTICK OF
THE undersigned, Stephen Smfcllidge,
of Mount Desert, Hancock county,
•
Maine, hereby give public notice that
I have a claim by mortgage upon a certain
lot or parcel of land,.together with the buildings thereon, situ >ted in the town of Trenton,
in said county of Huusock, bounded and described aa follows, to wit:
Beginning at the northeast corner ol John
Anderson's lot and at William H. Leland's
south line; thence runnintr south nine ard
one-half degrees east on said Anderson’s line
to a piece of land formerly set off to Edward
Brewer; thence running westerly on said
Brewer’s line twenty-two rods and ten links
to the center of Lovey M. Anderson’s lot;
thence north three degrees east fifty- one rods
passing over the rock at the westerly side of a
willow tree in front of said Lovey M. Anderson’s house to a stake for a side line
a
of
road; thence south
passage at
three
rods;
eighty-seven
degrees east
thence north ten degrees west passing a
large rock east of wood house twelve rods to
the pasture fence; thence south eighty-five
and one-half degrees west eight and twothirds rods to an ash tree; thence north five
and one*half degrees west sixty-three rods to
said Leland’s line; thence easterly on said
I Leland’s line to the place of beginning, and
containing seventeen acres more or less.
Reserving a lot seventy by forty-four feet as
staked out and occupied as a cemetery with
right of way to the same.
Also reserving two acres situated in the
southwestern corner of the field at the shore,
sold to John U. McCarthy.
Said mortgage under which I claim is from
Leander B. Dyer to me. dated November 1,
1901, and recorded November 6, 1901. in tbe
Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds,
book 868, page 295- to which said mortgage and
the record thereof express reference is hereby
made for all particulars therein contained.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken, and remain unperformed, by reason
whereof, I claim foreclosure of the same, and
give this notice for the purpose, as by law
Stephen Smallidqe.
provided.
November 4, 1907.

ILqjal Notfctg.
OF^MAINeT^-^^

I

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
of Eden,
Alonzo H.

Orindle,
Hancock county, Maine, by hie
WHEREAS.
deed dated
13, 1907, recorded in ibe
mort

May
registry of deeds for Hancock county, in
book 440, page 159. conveyed to the undersigned. Tbe First National Bank, of Bar Hargage

bor. Maine, certain real estate situated in
Hancock county, and described as follows in
said mortgage, to wit:
"All my right, title and intere-t in nnd to
any and all real estate situated in Hancock
county aforesaid. Reference is hereby made
to the registry of deeds for more particular
descriptions of such real estate."
And whereas, the condition'of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of tbe breach of the condition thereof
The First National Bank, of Bar Harbor,
mortgagee therein, claims foreclosure of said
The First National Bank.
mortgage.
of Bar Harbor.
November 9,1907.
By J. A. Peters,attorney.

subscriber, Annie M. Walker, of Eve
ter, New Hampshire, hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
EDMUND McFarland, late of ELLS-

THE

WORTH,

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, and that she has appointed Henry M. Hall, of said Kllsworth. her
agent in the State of Maine, as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make oayment im
Annie M. Walkbr.
mediately.

November 7,1907.

aubacriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
DEBORAH D. TRUE, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the eounty of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imElizabeth Tbvm.
mediately.
Ellsworth, Nov. 6, 1907.

THE

«

STATE
County of Hancocc ss.
this 4tu day of November. 1907, on
execution dated October 28, 1907, i$3ued
>n a judgment rendered by the supreme
judical court for the county of H&nct ck. on the
record Tuesday of Octobt
a. »J. idOG. being
e 18tb day of October, 1900, at a term of
:ourt thereof begun and held on the second
Doesday of Octooer, to wit: On the 18th day
>f October, 1906, in lavor of the estate of
Cynthia Jordan, late of Ellsworth, Hancock
:ounty. Maine, deceased, A. F. Burnham, ad*
ninibtrator of said estate, also of Ellswor h,
igair.stR. W. Bartlett, of Minneapolis, state
if Minnesota, formerly of Bartlett’s Island,
ilount Desert, county of Hancock, State of
klaine. for one hundred and forty two dollars
ind four cents, debt or damage, and eleven
lollars costs of suit and fifteen cents more
or the writ of execution thereof, and will be
ioid at public auction at the sheriff’s office, in
Mid Ellsworth, to the highest bidder, on the
Oth day of December, u. d. 1907 at teu o'clock
n the forenoon, the following described real
istate and all tbe right, title and interest
vhlch thesaid debtor, K. W. Bartlett, has and
lad in and to the same, ou the becond day of
Hay. a. d. 1906, at 3 hours, in minutes, p. m.,
he time when the same was attached on the
vrit in the same suit, to wit: A certain lot or
parcel of land situated on Bartlett’s Island,
n said county of Hancock
at the northern
md of said Bartlett’s Island, in the town of
Hount Desert, vis.: Lot No. 3 set off to said
ft. W. Bartlett by a petition for partition by
;he heirs of Christopher Bartlett, late of said
Bartlett's Island, deceased, said petition for
partition was dated Augnst 6, 1901, and said
No. 3 is further described and bounded as
Follows: Commencing at a stake marking the
southerly corner of lot No. 2; thence north
12is* west 88 rods to a stake on the shore;
thence southerly & westerly by the shore to
% stake on the bank; thence sooth 32V* east
10 rods to a stake to point commenced at, and
containing nine acres more or less, together
with a right of way over a way as before described in the partition of said heirs, viz.: a
right of way o«er a way twenty feet in width
on the southerly line of lot No. 1, from the
town road to lot No. 8 A to be used in common by the owners and occupiers of lots No.
2 & 3.
Full and complete records and transactions pertaining to said lot No. 8 is recorded
in book 115, pag*s 465, 466, 467. 468. 4«9. 470, 471,
472,473and 474, in the prorate office at said Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock. State of
Maine.
Byho.n H. Mavo,

rAKEN

!

_Sheriff.
JL

nd E. Miller, of the city of Cincinnati county of Hamilton, and state of Ohio,
hereby give notice that we have been duly appointed executors of the last will and testamen? of
MAKY T. ARMOR, late of said CINCINNATI,
deceased, no bonds being required by the
terms o?
said will,
and have appointed
Edward B. Mears, of 26 Mount Desert street.
Bar Harbor. Eden. Hancock county, Maine,
our agent
in the said State of Maine.
All
person* having demands against the
estatt of the said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Griffin T. Miller.
October 24. 1907.
Bdmohd E. Miller.
nit

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ISRAEL M. WEBBER, late of BROOKS-

THE

VILLE,
county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imBenjamin F. Jonhs.
mediately.
West Broo^sville, Nov. 0,1907.
in the

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testamentof
LUCY B. BRIDGES, lats of BROOKIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement* and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imOsman A. Bridges.
mediately.
Brooklyn, Nov. 6, 1907.
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GALLERT

Mrs.

Clara Clapp is spending a few
with her son, Eugene Clapp, at

Sedgwick.
Albert Heald, who for
beta in

ready

made to wear de-

that is Dew and

stylish

ior Fall

|

t

Sunday.

Weasel.

Lai las Carter, who went to the hespita
last week for treatment, has returned
i home much encouraged. His little daugh! ter, who has been ill, is better.

^
j
14

Kimball Hinckley, of Bluehill, rode
his home to North Sedgwick Wednesday, took dinner with John Thurston
and family, and rode back home in the
afternoon. He is eighty years old.

Women’s Coats.$0.00 to 25.00
5.00 to 15.00
Misses’
JlOOio 10.00
Children’s
:c.5*» to 10.00
Women's Skirts
Waists.1.00 to 15.00
.....

Silk Petticoats.

25 per yard under the pres-

Oar dress goods for Fall and Winter include in large variety the most
stylish and desirable materials for both street and bouse govyis, in
black and colors. Among the stylish fahi ics arp Tailor Suitings, Shadow Striped Panamas, W ool Taffetas. Fancy Waistings, Broadcloths,
Voiles, Cordenettes. Brices fTom 50c to $2.50 per yard. We have
undoubtedly a very large vuriety of dress goods to choose from.
Outings, flannelettes and commoner clothes. Although there is a
very heavy advance in the price of all kinds of cotton goods, we are offering above at the same prices we charged last year. We placed our
orders last spring for this fall delivery so have the advantage in price.

Ladies,’ Hisses’ and Children’s
Underwear.
Cotton is awfully high this year and yon will have to pay 35c for the
underwear that you bought last year for 25c. We offer you a chance to
buy it for a short while at 25c, the old price.
We are sole agents for the celebrated Forest Mills
Underwear.
If you want Union Suits that fit buy no other bnt Forest Mills. The
elasticity of Forest Mills underwear means the greatest degree of comfort; the garment yields to every movement of the body and will keep
its shape until completely worn out. Prices for Vests or Pants. 50e,
$1.00, $1.50. Price for Union Suits, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
The best Children’s Underwear at 25.
WE BELL, FLEISHER’B YARNS.

Corsets.
they break is our guarantee with every pair of Loomerg or Laltesista Corsets, Prices $1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 per
pair.
A new pair if

j
i

j

Our Linen Sale.
the advance in price of all Linen and Cotton
fabrics we offer unusual, attractive values in Table Liuens, Towels,
Sheets, Pillow Cases, Blankets, Crashes and Napkins. Special bargains
in two yards wide Table Damask at $1.00 per yard. Napkins to
match, this is SOc per yard under the present market prices.

Notwithstanding

Floor Coverings.
Carpets, Carpetings,
this line
dealers

We

in
in this section, have a larger
are the largest
stock and larger assortment to select from. There are no features of
as
so
the home furnishing
Draperies and Bugs; upon these
important
depends in greatest measure the inner beauty of your home. You will
find our Bugs and Draperies all of the most superior and artistic
kinds. In Portiere' and Window Draperies we have many new and
beautiful ideas for your inspection at moderate prices. We carrv a
full stock of Carpets in Wool, Tapestry, and Brussels at the lowest
market price. Chinese and Japanese Mattings.

8ole agents for Cook’s Oilcloths and Linoleums.

We

are

Capt. F. M. Eaton has

been in

Ellsworth

the past week on business.
W. H. Lunt has built an addition

j
i

business.

1

has teen

Capt. E. Dodge,

of Northeast Harbor,
here the past week with a load

of apples.
Otis Ingalls has bought a new rifle to be
ready for deer now close time on the
island is over.

Cnpt.

rae/1

SEDGWICK.
E. P. Currier is very ill.
Mre. Nettie Seavey, of Sherman Mills, ii
visiting her parents, M. E. Friend and
wife.
Lorenxo Lufkin and wife, of Blueh ill
guests of J. H. Lancaster and wife

were

T. J. Pervear, who has been ill since bit
home, vn, able to get to the village

return

Saturday.

Charles
came

P. Lunt and Capt. E. A.

home

Wednesday, having

J. M. Harlow up in
winter quarters. They will leave here the
first of December with the schooner F. H.
Odiorne for Machias for repairs.
hauled the schooner

j

Woolen Dress Fabrics.

|

the sick

country. Ice-cream and cake were served
I
The annual meeting ol the Y. P. S. C. by Lida Rumiil, Grace and Marguerite
E. local union was held here Tuesday, af- Clark and Carrie Thurston. Rev. N. F.
j
ternoon and evening. Nov. 12.
At the Atwood entertained Mr. Johnson during
business meeting. Rev. C. C.
Koch, ol ; his stay here. Mr. Johnson delivered able
j
Sedgwick, was chosen president, A. W. sermons at the church Sunday afternoon
Bailey, vice-president, and Mrs. Carrie and evening.
Nov. 18.
Bayard secretary and treasurer. Many
Thelma.
from Sedgwick end Sargentville attended
the meetings.
A
Christian
Endeavor
HALL QUARRY.
meet ing was held and a report of the sumMrs. Alice Collett, of Waldoboro, is
mer school at Charleston was given
by visiting her sister, Mrs. Mae Grant.
Miss Alice Herrick, of Brooklin. A picFrank R. Moore and wife were guests
nic supper was served at Union hall at 6.
In the evening A. W. Bailey, of Brooklin, of J. H. Macomber and wife over Sunday.
John Donlin and wife, with little son
gave an address. The meeting closed with
a testimony meeting.
The services were Clarence,, of Trenton, spent Sunday at
helpful and interesting, and were much George Sturk’s.

Pure Dye Dress and Skirting Taffetas

I

on

list.

j Lunt

othrr

Hiram Eaton has gone to Bluehill tc
work for A.
Grindle. llis wife will go
to North Brookliu to stay during his ab-

the Shoe Dealers of Ellsworth.

Learn to Eat
People

In

EUeworth

Know How.

digestion
that they

j

that wear and will save you more than half of your rubber bill. The
two very best grades—we are sole agents for the Gold Seal and Hood’s.
Of more than 3o00 pairs of Rubbers we sold last season we only had
complaint from three pairs.
If you trade with us yon are sure of three things, Fair Treatment,
Reliable Goods, Lowest Prices consistent with quality.

chat. Delicious refreshments

M.

GALLERT.

and

“IhaTethe utmost
confidence ln
TlrtueofPeruna.
I hare used It and I haVe
known m.
of my friends who have
obtained

Itla.greitmedicil

flcial result, from Us
nse. |

pmlM Peruna too highly."

beat

ca„^
can°o>

were

served.

Mrs. S. N. Wiley left Thursday for Waban. Mass., where she may possibly spend
the winter. She was accompanied by her
daughter, Mrs. F. C. Allen, who will remain a few weeks with relatives.
Considerable excitement
was
caused
about 9 o’clock Friday morning, by an
alarm of Are at the home of Frank E.
Gray. Mr. Gray was away from home,
and his housekeeper had locked the doors
and gone to one of the neighbors. A gentleman driving by discovered the Carnes
breaking through the roof. A crowd soon
collected. An entrance was effected by
breaking a window, and in a short time
the flames were under control. The Are
mysteriously started in a corner of the
chambers remote
from
chimneys or
stoves. A box of valuables, including f20C
in money, was burned.
Nov. 18.
H.

Beulah Eaton is at home, having closed
her school iu the Witham district.
News has been received here of the
death of Eugene Fogg in a hospital in
New York.

weather.
Thla is more true of the excessive
heat
of summer aud the in tense cold of winter, but ia partly true of all seasons of
the year.
Whether It be a cold or a cough, catarrh of the bead or bowel
complaint,
whether the liver be affected or the kidney-*, the eauae la very liable to be the
aarne.

The weather slightly deranges the
membranes of the organs tsd
the result is some functions! disease.
Pcrnna hat become a standby la
thousands of hornet for minor laments of this sort.
nv.icons

Cspt. Medbury Eaton, of the Kate L.
Pray, is at the dock with a load of herring
for Jonesport.
Mrs. Emma Bowden is gaining very
rapidly since her return from the Maine
catches all through the week. They have
general hospital.
Eoy Henderson, who has been employed a ready sale for their fish at ft a hogshead.
on the United States steamer
Mrs. Lillian Gray and son Mayuard left
Geranium,
has returned home.
Saturday for New London, Conn., for the
winter.

at

Reilly
•

Anson Thoms, who has been teaching
the Haven school, went to his home in
East Bluehill Saturday.
Miss Eva Herrick has gone to West
Brooklio, where she will live with her
grandmother this winter.

n.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
All are glad to
again.

see

Mr*.

George Butler is doing
ing for Mrs. E. Nevin.

Hooper oot

some

to a healthy condition, so
eat what they want at
wlthont teu ol distress or

suiferb]6

can

Mr. and Mrs. Chatto returned to their
at Granite Friday.

home

Mrs. Lena Duffee and son Horace left
to visit relatives at Granite.

Sunday

Cecil Gray moved from Bar island Saturday. He will keep house in the Nettie
Day house.

his grounds.

R. W. Nutter and wife came

mouth, coated tongue, nervousness,
sleeplessness, distress after eating—all
these symptoms of

wiU

a

weak stomach—

PRETTY MARSH.
Mrs. Mark Gray, who has been ill, is im-

Edward Mc-

disappear, and perfect digestion
and a good skin will show that the proving.
vital machinery is once more running
William Heresy, of Boston, has
*
smoothly.
visiting friends here the past week.

been

Crumbs.

WEST BRnogHVTI.l

work.

__

aUurtismntu'

carpenter-

home from
Intyre is overseeing it.
Prospect Harbor last Thursday, where
Capt. Friend, In schooner Waldron
they have spent the summer. They were
sailed for Vina]haven, Nov. 12
After a few days’ use of Mi-o-na accompanied by their little granddaugh- Holmes,
with wood, and arrived home Nov. 15.
Blance.
stomach tablets, the
ter,
Georgia
headache, dizzy Nov.
Pierce Kane is with him.
18.
feeling, drowsiness, bad taste in the
Uxa Femme.
Nov. 18.

!

andSunbury Building

D. D. G. M. Alice W. Hooper, of Winter
Harbor, will make her official visit to
Columbia chapter, O. E. S., Friday evening, Nov. 22.
A musicals was given Wednesday evening at the beautiful home of C. N. Rhodes.
The time waB passed in singing and social

Slow eating will solve one-half the
Alden Couary is having his new ell
problem of ill health. Those who sufplastered. Brooks Wescott, of Blnehill, is
and Grenville Phillips shot
Henry
fer already with indigestion and
Flye
weak
doing the work.
stomach can, with care and the use of a 200-pound deer on one of the islands,
Victor Stroble is having considerable
Mi-o-na stomach tablets, restore their “Smutty Nose,” off Naakeag last week.
work done on

Rubbers

Hon, C.C. Brooks, Mayor of Sn« v
Ohio, also Attorney for Farmers’
R**’

j

Few

Our specialty is children’s Shoes; if you have had tronble with the
fit or wear of your children’s shoes try us and your trouble will cease.
In ladies’ shoes we are sole agents for Burts, Patrician, Walk Over
and Mayfair at #3.50. Our #2.00, #2.50 and #3.00 Boots are the
best in the market. Remember you are not compelled to choose from
one or two styles bnt from more than one hundred.
Try our Comfort Shoe for ease and comfort.
In men’s we are agents for Walk Over, Stetson. Majestic, Graham
All
and
right

Mayor of sunburv
Say* Pe-ru-na I« * <->
Medicitg G00<i

<4uitc a large crowd attended the dance
Nov. 18.
Tomsov.
the hall Friday evening. The next will
enjoyed.
be on Thanksgiving evening, Nov. 28.
While turning a slab of stone Thursday,
NORTH
BROOK1JN.
Nov. 18.
Rab.
Patrick Osborne had the iriafortune to Music by Monaghan. Supper at 10 o'clock.
Frank Leighton has been employed by
Mr.
Kane
is
off
a
the
doing
business
end
of
a
at
PROSPECT HARBOR.
quite
jam
finger.
Fred Sargent at Sargentville.
the clam factory. So many clams were
Leon Harriinan and wife returned SatJ. B. Cole's family left this morning for
Augustus Eaton, of South Bluehill, has
in
this
week
that
on
Friday he built a
urday from Sedgwick, where they have brought
Wsterville, for the winter.
fireplace for Henry C. Hamilton.
sent a large number to Brooklin, besides
Miss Dorcas Allen left Saturday to spend been hunting for the past week.
School at Granite cloaes to-day, after a
packing seventy-five cases on that day
Mrs. George Innis and daughter and
the winter with her brother in
successful term taught by Everett Hale, of
Brookline,
here.
Master Willie Grant returned Saturday
Mbbs.
thia place.
Nov. 18.
A. B. C.
from
a week’s visit at Yin&lhaven.
Miss Alice Cole is spending the week at
Mrs. Grace Gott returns to-day to StonCRANBERRY ISLES.
home before going to Bar Harbor for the
Christopher Reed and Estella Richardington. She has been visiting her mother,
son were married at Hall
winter.
Augustus Hamor is confined to his home Mrs. A. Seavey, who is in poor health.
Quarry chapel
Mrs. E. D. Chase has returned from Thursday evening by Rev. O. G. Barnard. with rheumatism.
Timothy Pettee and son, who have been
Fred Donnell, foreman for the Arthur
Mrs. Edwin H. Bunker, of Bass Harbor, lobster fishing at
Bangor, where she spent a few dayB with
Prospect Harbor, have
relatives.
McMallin Co., had his foot badly jammed is visiting relatives here.
returned home for the winter.
Mrs. Lncy Coombs has gone to Portland I last week by the filing of a platform of a
Schools closed Friday in districts 1 and
Mra. Adra Leighton, who a short time
stone cart.
to spend the winter with her
daughter, \
2, Miss Rowe and Miss Leavett, teachers.
ago underwent sn operation at the Maine
Mrs. N. H. Cole.
The Arthur McMullin Co. is catting
Friday noon the sad and sudden news general hospital, at Portland, is doing
A. R. Joy and L. S. Ray returned the last at its quarry an addition to the Bank of quickly
spread that little Edgar Russell nicely, and hopes to be at home in two or
of the week from their
hunting trip, each Commerce, and has at present 200 men on Bunker, aged seven years, was dead. Ed- three weeks.
the pay roll.
Sub.
Nov. 18.
with all the law allows.
gar was the second son of Henry A.
Miss Julia Campbell came home last Bunker and wife. He had attended school
Ernest Wood and wife have returned
MAN8ET.
for the winter from Bar Harbor, where week from Coburn classical institute, to within two days of his death, and was
W. H. Ward, jr., is building a new iceowing to a slight case of diphtheria. It ia looking forward to tb« closing festivities.
they have spent the summer.
house to replace the one recently burned.
the
school
As
will
be
able
the
probable
to resume
people and pupils gathered at the
The factory closed last week, and W. P.
James West has purchased a house ol
seboolhouse for the closing exercises, the
Hewins returned to Boston on the w'ork in two weeks.
Albert Staples, and has moved into his
Nov.
18.
sad
news
Pebble.
was received and the school
Mitchell which will undergo repairs durflag
was lowered to halfmast.
Edgar had a new home.
ing the winter.
BROOKUN.
cold, but on the morning of his death, ate
Henry Smith, who has been employed
R. W. Nutter and wife returned to their
Mrs. A. W. Bridges has gone to Boston breakfast with his
father, who then left in New York for some time, is spending
home in Brooklin Thursday,
accompanied for a few weeks.
his
vacation with his parents, F. L. Smith
home to haul his lobster traps. The boy
by their granddaughter, Georgia Blance,
and wife.
Wallace
grew
and
died
Tainter
is
at
home
before
his
from
rapidly
worse,
yachtto spend the winter.
Mad.
Nov. 18.
father, who was hastily summoned, could
ing for the winter.
The school league had an entertainment
Ned Pease and Harvey Wells have gone reach home. The physicians pronounced
BUCK3PORT.
Thursday evening, with a farce entitled,
it
pneumonia and appendicitis. The
The Penobaeot Bey Electric Co. h»»
“A Slight Mistake,” interspersed with to Boston to seek employment.
f Aeral was held at the Union meetingSchools closed Friday for the fall vacathe erecting of poles from the
completed
recitations, music and exercises by the
house, Rev. Mr. Bolles, of Bar Harbor, power station at Eaat Orlnnd
to a point
primary children. The funds will go to tion. High school will continue four officiating.
on
opposite the end of Verona bridge
weeks longer.
add books to the school library.
rusbine
is
Main street.
The company
Nov. 19.

Mrs. Frank Jones and Bon Edward came
Miss Carrie Robertson returned to her
home in Detroit Saturday. Schools closed from Rockland last week to spend the
Friday, after successful terms. Lula M. winter here.
Miss Gertrude Jordan has gone to SarBunker, teacher of the primary grade, has
passed in the following report: Whole gentville to help care for her uncle, E. P.
number of pupils, 26; average,
21; not Currier, who is ill.
absent, Ernest Vansaw, Chester Hamilton,
Miss Harriet Bridges, of Sedgwick, was
the guest of her cousin, Miss Gladys
&&brrtuununts.
Bridges, last week.

i

SWirrtiimnttB.

sence.

Moses Carter, who is seventy-one years
A stereopticon lecture, “The Land of the
old, met with a painful accident while Midnight Sun,” was given at the MethoSOUTH BLUEH1LL.
chopping in the woods last week. His dist church Saturday evening, Nov. 16, by
Mrs. Bert Henriksun’s brother from
are slipped and cut a deep gash in his
leg Rev. C. G. Johnson. This lecture was Stonington is visiting her.
below the knee. His pl^ysician took five I most instructive and
entertaining, taking
School closed Friday, after a successful
| stitches to close the wound. It will be jj one into a most interesting and beautifnl term
taught by Rinda Mason.
! several weeks before be can walk.

The very latest models, entirely new effects, the hind that are p'aetical as well as beautiful in design and finish. In black and colors
at $5.98.

or

J

Kline.
from

$1.50,

is

John Freethy, who has been living with
| his daughter, Mrs. Minnie Moyle, several
years, and has been ill a long time, died
Jason Kane, who has work in Bridge’
Thursday. The funeral was held Satur- water, Mass., spent last week at home
day.
here, leaving again to-day.
Miss May Ober, of Bluehill, has been
Miss Rena M. Lunt, who has been visvisiting her cousin, Ella Thnrston. Miss iting at Manset, came home Wednesday
Ober will go to Cleveland, O., soon to
aud left for Medway, Mass., to-day for the
spend the winter with her sister, Mrs. winter.

-=5»

at 75c, $1.00. $1.25, and
ent market value.

j

Capt. Winfield Sprague

F. W. Lunt snd wife spent last week in
visited Mr. |
i Boston.
Brooksville
1
Mrs. Lettie Marshall has been very ill
the past week.

j

“

aDd Winter.

!

rrr

Sunday.

on his
Mrs. Emma Hooper, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Eliza Herrick, at house for pantry and entry.
Mrs. Jennie Dow has gone to Owl’s
Stonington, returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Joanna Dnrgain, of Bangor, was in Head to visit her son Raymond.
town Friday. Mrs. Durgain is spending a
Arthur Bain arrived this week with twc
few days with her daughter, Mrs. Mildred engines in his scaUop boat, aU -ready foi

partment displaying everything /
^

weeks has

The Golden Rule circle met Wednesday
afternoon with Mrs. C. H. Allen.
Tnere
was a good attendance.

Dress Skirts
In our

and

OOINTY NEWS.
•o* 4rid 11 'onm r'rvn'rr A fv•

_

WEST TREMONT.

Boston and Athol, Mass., returned

Saturday

Ladies,’ Hisses’ and Children’s

/

several

home Saturday.
Foster Pierce and wife
Pierce's parents in North

values.

Waists and

Irving Whitaker moved into his new
on the Sands road last week, and
celebrated with a house party at their first
meal on the first anniversary of their marriage, Nov. 14. Capt. Deasy’s family aud
Moses Stanley’s were the guests.
C.
Nov. 18.
house

John Thurston has a crew of men cutting lumber on the Carlton place.

Stores are just like people’s houses, in their homelike atmosphere or
lack of it. Some seem to be going at loose ends—you feel sure there is
dust on the mantelpieces—careless methods.
Gallert’s stores are essentially homelike; we hear visitors say so continually. Stock in good condition, clean, bright and new. There is an
air of unobtrusive willingness to be of service that encourages people
*
to come here to see wt.at is new.
We haven’t said a word about our merchandise, we prefer to*have
you come and judge for yourself. 1 art ot our hospitality consists in
not asking you to buy, but if you wanted to tmy we assure you no high
prices with" us, but" reliable goods at the lowest possible market

V

other page*

too

Ge orge A. Pierce, who has been quite ill
for a week, is better.

Store.

Coats,

County

Noun

NORTH SEDGWICK.

weeks

J, Furs,

Cathryn Cole, Rupert Blance, Georgia
Blance, Robert Stanley, Allison ColeweU,
PhUip Workman, Dora Kelley, Fay Randall, Wayne Bendix.

COUNTY JSEWb.
fw

t.'

The town schools, winter
term,
menced this morning.

com-

Arrivals here
on
Saturday were:
Schooner Fred Emerson, Capt.
Take a little Mi-o-na tablet before
Perkins,
Work on the Yarnell cottages was sus- from Blnebill for
each meal so that it will stimulate the
Kondout; schooner Nellast Saturday, and will not be re- son Y.
pended
digestive juices and give strength to
McFarland, Capt. William Perkins,
sumed until spring.
the stomach, and then it will take
from Portland via Sedgwick.
care
of the food that is eaten without inB. H. Davis, who has been employed at
Herman
has moved his family
digestion and the unpleasant fuU feel- the Freeman house the past year, returned into the Tapley
Capt. Andrew Wescott house.
ing with which so many suffer after to his home in Trenton last week.
Capt. Wescott left this morning for
meAli.
Mr. Pepper, of Philadelphia, is to have Brewer, where he will reside with his
G. A. Parcher baa so much confidence in the power of Mi-o-na to oure a log eabin built near his bungalow on the daughter, Mrs. Walter Sargent, this winindigestion and all stomach ills that point in the near future. The logs are ter.
he gives a guarantee with
every 50- being cut and prepared by B. P. and R. F.
Tapley Brothers took from their new
cent box to refund the
money if the Carter.
■weir, last Tuesday morning 100 hogsfails
to
remedy
give satisfaction.
Nov. 19.
G.
heads of herring.
They have made large

Maintain
Good Health
“We have
Atwood’s Bitters in our family for
twenty-five years with good results.
We always keep them in the house.
They are excellent for stomach trou>le. Respectfully yours, J. A. Braley.
Some of the most common causes of
11 health are hasty meals, unwise diet,
tnd over-eating.
The stomach rebeis
jnder such abuse and sickness follows.
Such errors may be quickly righted by a
tew doses of the “L. F." Atwood’s Bitters. They sweeten stomach, cleanse the
liver, and purify blood.

jowels, ^arouse

